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PREFACE
The author wishes to acknowledge the interest and assistance of the various members of the

staff of the Syrian Expedition, including .:V1r. Arthur Pierson, the photographer, and especially
Mr. R. C. Haines, the architect, who prepared the excellent maps contained herein. Dr. C. ,Yo
McEwan, the field director, has provided a most generous amount of suggestion and encour
agement. Without the willing aid of the editorial department of the Oriental Institute, es
pecially of Dr. A. A. Brux, who completely took over the transliteration of the place names,
this book would be much less comprehensible. Finally, the author wishes, in behalf of the staff
of the ~yrian Expedition, to dedicate this, its first formal publication, to the memory of
Dr. James Henry Breasted. On his last visit to the Near East, in the fall of 1935, when we
informed him of our intent to make this survey, he gave the idea his most enthusiastic sup
port. We feel it fitting that our first modest effort should be dedicated to his name.
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I~TRODrCTIOX

The Syrian Expedition of the Oriental Institute has been established in the Plain of Antioch
in North Syria since the summer of 1933. This plain, called by the natives the <Amuq,' was
once the site of the "Syro-Hittite" kingdom of Hattina, and there is evidence that its occupa
tion goes back certainly to Chalcolithic times if not before. The floor of the plain is covered
with mounds, most of which are now known to have pre classical remains. Early in the fall of
1933 the Expedition staff realized the value of an archeological survey which would take the
form of an inventory of all the mounds in the Plain of Antioch and its tributary river valleys.
The plain lends itself admirably to such a survey, being almost completely hemmed in by
mountains which naturally delimit the area of the survey just as they must have delimited the
plain into a political unit during the various cultural periods in ancient times."

The purpose of an archeological survey of this type is the complete reconnaissance of a cer
tain area to discover what, if anything, within that area is of archeological interest. If possible,
such a survey should record the names, geographical positions, and surface indications of
antiquity of all the mounds in the area. In theory, such a survey should be made before any
excavation is done; but this presupposes on the part of the surveyor a knowledge of evidence,
chiefly ceramic, which in the case of the Plain of Antioch was not available before excavation
had been started. In fact, it was not feasible to execute the <Amuq survey until the spring of
1936; but fortunately, by that time, we had established a complete ceramic chronology. It was
possible, in terms of this ceramic evidence, to interpret the collections of sherds which we made
on the different mounds. Hence we can present here not only the names of all the mounds in
the Plain of Antioch, with their positions fixed on maps, but also indications of the various
cultural periods during which they were occupied and of the distribution of remains of each
period. In our mound list and maps the archeologist interested in the excavation of a site in
this part of the Near East may, we hope, find information to his advantage, and the historical
topographer is presented with as complete a sum of facts concerning the area as it is possible
to get in the field."

The emphasis of this survey is admittedly preclassical; no attempt was made to investigate
sites which were not in the form of the characteristic mound or "tell" (cf. Fig. 2, where many
appear). The survey was accomplished in three weeks, but in the case of several mounds the
material collected at that time was amplified by sherds picked up in previous years by the
various members of the Expedition.

1 Cf. M. Ktl'('ck, art. "<Arnk" in Encyclopaedia of Islam I (191:3) 331 f. The 11 added in current native pronunciation
seems to be not part of the proper word form (cf. Yaqut III 7'271 but merely a helping vowel.

2 [It had been intended that Dr. C. W. McEwan write an introductory chapter dealing with the political history of the
<Amuq, He found, however, upon investigating the available historical syntheses, that the excellent article on Kyria by
Dr. Ernst Honigmann in Pauly-Wissowa rendered such an attempt superfluous. The Assyrian sources will be reconsidered
in a historical introduction to the excavation report on Tell Ta-ytnat. Dr. 1. J. Gelb will interpret the new material, only
recently available, found in the "Hittite" pictographic records and in texts from Bogazkoy and Ras al-Shamrah.

EDITOR.]

3 To readers interested in the archeological survey as a part of field work, the author would recommend consultation of
an unpublished thesis by J. C. Harrington, "The Place of the Survey in Archaeology" (1935), in the files of the Depart
ment of Anthropology of the University of Chicago. More available are two articles by '0, J. Fewkes, "Archaeological
Rcconnaiss:1I1('(' in Yugoslavia," in American I"l'hool of Prehistoric Research, Bulletin, Nos, 9 (1933) and 10 (1934), in
which a VNy logical procedure is outlined.
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2 ~IorNDS IN THE PLAIN OF ANTIOCH

JIE..\XS OF EFFECTING THE SURVEY
When the survey was being planned, it was decided that an independent topographic survey

would be unjustifiably expensive and by no means entirely necessary. The reproductions
made in 1920-28 by the geographical service of the French Army from the maps of the Turkish
"Etat Major" are the largest-scale maps (1 :200,000) available that cover the whole of the
area. Since these maps were found to be correct except in some minor details, it was decided
to use enlargements of them as a basis, with corrections, when necessary, made from our own
observations and from the excellent maps issued by the Travaux du Cadastre.' Therefore the
maps here published follow a sketch map made with the aid of the "Etat Major" maps and the
cadastral survey sheets. On this the mounds that did not appear on the cadastral sheets were
located by means of directional observations made with a Brunton compass from known
points. '-IVe feel certain that the mounds are shown accurately enough to allow anyone who
wishes to find them to do so with no difficulty whatever.

No detailed archeological survey has heretofore been made in the Plain of Antioch. Various
travelers have been through it; but there was practically no activity there, archeologically
speaking, until the Syrian Expedition was established. In 1896 Messrs. P. Perdrizet and Ch.
Fossey had made a reconnaissance from Damascus as far as Antioch, Aleppo, and Alex
andretta." M. Victor Chapot had traversed the Plain of Antioch soon afterward." The survey
made by a Princeton expedition in 1905 in the mountains to the south and east was concerned
with classical and Eariy Christian ruins; its report does not mention mounds in the plain.' A
survey as yet unpublished was made by Messrs. Perdrizet and Seyrig in 1924 in the area about

1 The following modern (i.e., postwar) maps which cover the area of the Plain of Antioch at relatively large scale were
found very useful:

By the Service Geographique de l' Armee (at Beyrouth) :
[Carte de reconnaissance,] reproduction de la carte de l'E[tat] M[ajor] Ottoman, 1:200,000 ("Tableau F, No. 10"; 1920-28).
The "Adana," "Kills," "Antioche," and "Alep" sheets combined form the largest-scale map now available which
covers the whole area of the plain.
[Carte generale du] Levant-1:Sa,aaa· ("Tableau K"; 1926-). Of this excellent map, only sheets NJ-37-1-1d, -2c,
and -2d (the "Amouk," "EI Hammam," and "Jabal es Smane" sheets) are now available for the Plain of Antioch,
having appeared in 1935-36. Other sheets, however, are soon to be issued.

By the Bureau Topographique des Troupes Francaises du Levant (at Beyrouth) :
[Carte de la Syrie et du Liban:] Etats du Levant sous momdct francoie, 1 :500,000 ("Tableau C, No.7"; 1935). This edi
tion covers the whole of Syria in six sections; the "Lattaquie" sheet includes the Plain of Antioch.

By the Travaux du Cadastre et d' Amelioration Agricole des Etats de Syrie, du Liban, et des Alaouites (at Beyrouth) for
the "Sandjak d' Alexandrette":
Plaine de l'Amouk (1925-27), made in view of the projected draining of the swamp. There is a "plan d'ensemble" at
1: 40,000 besides eleven sectional sheets at 1: 10,000. The map covers only the lake and adjacent areas, but is very
useful for these parts of the plain.
Village maps, 1: 5,000. These are the regular survey sheets made for the delimitation of property and hence lack con
tour lines. The key sheet, "Carte d'avancement des travaux du cadastre" (scale about 1: 100,000), shows the work
completed by 1936. The swamp and the mountains were not included.

Anyone who is particularly interested in the area would do well to provide himself with the maps named above. For a
fairly complete list of the older maps of Syria see Rene Dussaud, Topographie historique de la Syrie antique et medieuale
(Paris, 1927) pp. iii-xix. Of the older maps, that of Martin Hartmann (Gesellschaft fur Erdkunde, Zeiischrift XXIX
[1894J PI. 3 and pp. 142-88 and 475-550) is particularly valuable for its contributions to nomenclature. Unmentioned by
Dussaud is the Aleppo sheet of the Karte von Mesopotamien und Syrien (vorlaufige Ausgabe), prepared by the KgI. Preus
sische Landesaufnahme, May, 1918.

2 Cf. Perdrizet and Fossey, "Voyage dans la Syrie du Nord," Bulletin de correspondance hellenique XXI (for 1897)
66-91 and 165 f.

3 Chapot, "Antiquites de la Syrie du Nord," Bulletin de correspondance hellenique XXVI (for 1902) 161-208 and 289 f.,
esp. pp. 170-72.

4 Princeton University Archaeological Expeditions to Syria in 1904-1905 and 1909, "Publications." Division I.
Geography and Itinerary (Leyden, 1930) pp. 72 f.
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NIEAKS OF EFFECTIKG THE SrRVEY 3

Antioch and al-Suwaidiyyah.' Topographical studies made from maps and literary sources
are more numerous.!

Since a survey of the type represented in this volume has not often been done in the Xear
East, a word may be added to put on record the methodology employed. The field map was
made from the "Etat Major" maps and the cadastral maps, as described above. Fortunate
ly most of the larger mounds could be accurately located on the field map from the cadastral
sheets, and concrete bench marks which the Travaux du Cadastre had set on the located
mounds could then be used in the field as known points from which to make observations with

FIG. l.-QATAL HUYUK (No. 167) FROM SOUTH\I'EST

the compass. The position of any mound which did not appear on the maps was fixed by
taking compass bearings on it from two or three known points and plotting these on the
field map with the aid of a protractor. The compass used was of the Brunton type, with a
light tripod.

It was not deemed necessary to measure the size of individual mounds. They are described

1 Cf. Syria V (1924) 385.

2 The older literature on Svria in its various aspects is given by Reinhold Rohricht, Bibliotheco geographica Palaestinae.
Chronoloqisches l'l'/'zeichniss del' auf die Geographie des Heiligen Landes beziiolichen.Liieratur von 333 bis 1878 und l'ersuch
einer Cartoqraphie (Berlin, 1890). The later works are listed by Peter Thomsen, Die Polastino-Literatur I---,-(Leipzig,
1908-). In his Vols. I-III material bearing on North Syria is not included. On ~:>'I'ia in general see "yri"-I'I/[, stine-Iraq
TransJordanie (Paris, 1932; in the "Guides bleus" series); E. Honigmann, art. "~yria" in Pauly-Wissuwa-Kroll, Real
Encycloptidic dcr classischeti Alicrtumsu-issenschaft, 2. Reihl', II' (1932) 1.549-1i'2i: and Dussaud, Topographic hisiorique,
All of these also contain bibliographical data.
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4 ::'IIOrKD~ IN THE PLAIN OF ANTIOCH

as "large" if they approach the size of Catal Hiiytik (No. 167/ Fig. 1), which is approximately
the largest in the plain, being about 400 meters long, 250 meters wide, and 30 meters high, or
"small" if they are no larger than Tell Dhahab (No. 177; Fig. 2), which is a little round mound
no more than about 25 meters in diameter. Anyone who is interested in excavation and wishes
more exact measurements will, we assume, visit the plain himself to inspect the mounds.

The field party was composed of the writer, our head foreman Abdullah, two of the more
intelligent workmen, who knew the plain well and spoke Turkish and Kurdish as well as
Arabic, and several boys, who assisted in picking up sherds. Natives who lived near a given
mound were questioned as to the name or names of the mound, their ideas of what the names
meant, whether any other names were once in use, and whether any antiquities were known
to have come from the site. The natives would usually assist in picking up potsherds.

The collection of sherds from the surface is best done during the winter or late fall, when the
grass has dried up and blown away and the rains have washed out a new crop of sherds. How
ever, many of the mounds in the plain are inaccessible at that time on account of floods and
bad roads. Because of this and the force of other circumstances, it was necessary to make this
survey in the late spring. Each collector was given a sack and told to collect all the sherds he
could find, regardless of the size or type of fragment. This is necessary, as there is a natural
tendency to pick up only painted wares and rim sherds, and a number of meaningful cooking
wares and burnished wares may easily be missed. The slopes and the talus of a mound
usually gave the greatest yield, but in many cases there were open cuts and gullies which were
rich in sherds. Such cuts are valuable, though they tend to make the particular periods repre
sented in them appear overimportant in comparison with the periods represented by sherds
from other parts of the mound. When the party returned to the expedition house, the sherds
were washed and then sorted, and notes were made as to the periods represented in terms of
the ceramic chronology of Tell al-Judaidah.

It was also necessary to note in the field the approximate size and form of each mound, its
apparent water supply, whether it is now occupied by a native village, and whether there is an
extrusion of fortification walls or other architectural features. Masonry extrusions were found
only on mounds near the foothills, where there is a natural supply of stone at hand; out in the
plain, however, the mounds have been denuded of stone by the natives.

THE BASIS OF THE CHRONOLOGY
The Syrian Expedition of the Oriental Institute has excavated at three mounds since its

establishment in the Plain of Antioch: Catal Huyuk (No. 167), Tell Ta-ylnaf (No. 126), and
Tell al-Judaidah (No. 176). It is on Tell al-Judaidah that the most complete stratigraphic
record has been obtained. Though it may be supplemented in some details by material from
Catal Huyuk and Tell Ta-yinat, the main periods of occupation are represented on Tell al
J udaidah. This seems certain, since there is no reason to suspect a gap in the J udaidah chronol
ogy and since only two wares not found on Judaidah appeared in the sherd collections made
during the survey. These two wares are more fully described on pages 43 and 44. They are
referred to throughout this report as the "Tell ChazY red ware" and the "Kara Su red ware."
The first is certainly recent, probably ancestral to the pottery now in use by the natives, while
the second is very likely recent, although it vaguely resembles one of the wares of Judaidah XI.

The Judaidah chronology given in outline on pages 6 f. is based on field observations only.
The study of the pottery with a view to definitive publication is now in progress, but until such

1 The numbers added in parentheses are those under which mounds appear in the mound list and by which their posi
tions are shown on Maps I-VIII.
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6 ~IOUKD~ Ii\" THE PLc\IN OF ANTIOCH

THE TELL AL-JUDAIDAH CHRONOLOGY!

Cultural Period and
Probable Approximate Distinctive Criteria, Chiefly Ceramic Staple Simple Wares

Dates

A.D. 600 An Early Christian monastery of the 6th century (according to Brittle red corrugated ware
I Pere Hugues Vincent). Reused ossuaries, typical roof tile

Early Christian and bricks
--A.D. 350

II Material culture similar to that of Roman Antioch: pottery, Beginning of the red cor-
Roman Provincial lamps, glass. Earlier in the period, examples of the dull red rugated ware

"glazed" Antiochian wares'
--6-1 B.C.

Hellenistic Dull red "glazed" Antiochian wares and some Hellenistic
molded pottery and lamps

III ---------------------------------------- -----------------_.
Painted wares as in Levels 2 and 3 at al-Mtnah" and late Attic Probable holdovers in cook-

black wares. Apparently much the same culture as that rep- ing pots and in some of the
Late Hellenic resented at Deve Huyuk.! Nirab,> and elsewhere in North larger simple forms

Syria. The period "begins" when all of the earlier "Syro-
Hittite" criteria have disappeared, but it seems probable
that there was no great ethnic change

--500 B.C.

Red-slipped and burnished series. Bichrome painted series Handmade ribbon-handled
IV which copies sub-Mycenaean and Cypriote motifs. Cyp- cooking pot series. Simple

"Syro-Hittite" riote, early Greek, Assyrian, and Egyptian imports. "Syro- wares with orange-buff
Hittite" glyptic; stone "censers." Tell Ta-yinat (No. 126) core
shows the material culture of a royal city of this period

--1000 B.C.

Sub-Mycenaean or Late Helladic IV wares, perhaps Cypriote A shell-tempered cooking pot
V in origin." This series is distinct from its Period IV copies. series, probably of indig-

No burnished wares appear enous origin
--1200 B.C.

"Spindle bottles"; Cypriote "milk bowls"; white-on-black (or
-red) painted wares of the Hurrian tradition;" painted kraters

VI with fish etc. as in Ugarit (Ra-s al-Shamrah) I; "Minyan"
wares; a red-slipped and sometimes burnished series. Cyl-
inder seals of the "KirkUk" type. Here end the indigenous

VI - X not studied in detail.painted wares, which begin perhaps as early as the end of
Period XI Comb decoration frequent.

--1600 B.C. Cooking pot development
Wares of the Tell al-Yahudiyyah type." "Minyan" wares and not yet studied. A hard,

VII local copies. At this point the indigenous painted series par- light buff simple series
allels Qatna Tomb l' very closely runs throughout; core is

--1800 B.C. fairly stable, but changes
Small bowls with monochrome paint on the shoulders, some- in forms of rim, handle,

VIII times erroneously called "Hyksos." The "Minyan" wares and base are discernible
begin here. Indigenous painted wares continue

--2000 B.C.

IX Goblets with wavy comb incisions through painted bands."?
Indigenous painted wares continue with some minor changes

--2400 B.C.

Brittle, smeared-wash wares, on which the color of the wash
X varies with fire from red through black to green. The earlier

forms of the indigenous painted series occur

1 For a condensation of this table, as well as a short sketch of the Syrian Expedition's work to date, see American Journal of Archaeology XLI
(1937) 8-16.

2 Since this dull red "glazed" type of pottery begins in the Hellenistic period and lasts on into the Roman, and since it seems to have been the
ceramic "piece de resistance" of the agricultural population about Antioch for these two periods, in a number of cases mounds are listed as having
"Judaidah II-III" sherds. Such a generalization was necessary, as these mounds yielded only sherds of this ubiquitous ware and nothing definitely
Roman or definitely Hellenistic. When Period III is named alone, its earlier or "Late Hellenic" phase is usually to be understood.

3 Cf. Woolley in "4ntiquaries Journal XVII (1937) 5-7.
'Woolley in Annals oj Archaeology and Anthropology VII (1914-16) 115-29.
, Syria VIII (1927) 126-42 and 201-15, IX (1928) 187-206 and 303-19.
6 Cf. W. A. Heurtley in Department of Antiquities in Palestine, Quarterly V (1936) 90-110.
1 As represented at Nuzi, Tell Billah, etc.; cf. Speiser in Museum Journal XXIII (1932/33) 257-61 and 273-76.
6 Cf. Albright in American Schools of Oriental Research, Annual XIII (for 1931-32) 78 f.
• Cf. Syria IX 131-38.
10 Cf. Du Mesnil du Buisson in Berutus II (1935) esp. PI. XLIX 13, 19,24 and PI. L 41 (pottery from Tell Masin, about 20 km. N. by W. from

I;lamah).
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THE BASIS OF THE CHROXOLOGY t

THE TELL AL-JUDAIDAH CHRONOLOGY-Continued

Staple Simple WaresDistinctive Criteria, Chiefly Ceramic
Cultural Period and

Probable Approximate
Dates

--2600 B.C.----I-----------------------I-----------

XI

At the end of this period the indigenous painted series com
mences. This group, with simple band and crosshatch decora
tion, seems to continue to Period VI with only minor changes.

Most typical of the period are highly burnished red-black wares
(called Khirbat Kerak in Palestine). Some brittle red-cored
wares." A few multiple-brush and reserved-slip wares hold
over from Period XII.

Few cooking pot wares or
simple wares. At the end
of the period were found
some small truncated coni
cal goblets in fine cor
rugated clay

--3100 B.c.----I-------------------~---I-----------

XII

This period has been fixed chronologically by Mesopotamian
cylinder seals. The latest, from about the middle of the
period, was of Early Dynastic type, while at the beginning
of the period came seals of late Jamdat Nasr type. The end
of the period, however, cannot be so well fixed

Jamdat Nasr cylinder seals. Multiple-brush wares.'! Reserved
slip wares, which at the beginning of the period might also
carry circular reed impressions or incised wavy bands. Pear
shaped maceheads, early Jamdat Nasr seals, first widespread
use of the wheel and of metal

Simple wares similar to some
J amdat N asr types. A
broad, flat platter with in
turned rim seems local,
however. Cooking pots
well developed, probably
holdovers

"Provincial' ,
and "true"

Tell al-I;Ialaf

Earliest appearance of metal. Numerous flint and bone imple- A rough cooking pot series.
rnents. Straw-tempered orange-buff wares, often with verti- sTmhaelrle bisou~llssoofa gnroeuPbuff0f
cal red-painted lines, which resemble pottery from Samiram- .. fi

XIII alti.' ' Reserved-slip or red-slipped and burnished bowls, ware
corresponding to finds at Qalat al-Ru-us A rough series of a
type which M. E. L. Mallowan at Nineveh has called "hand-
made votive bowls with bevelled rims."> Simple geometric

__________________~:a~!_s_=~~~d_~~~=_t~ _===~=-== _
In the lower debris of Period XIII appeared painted wares in the

Tell al-Halaf tradition, but obviously of local fabrication, and
underneath these (in fact, even from the highest floor of
Period XIV) a few small and badly worn true Tell al-Halaf
and Samarrs> sherds. Both the local and the imported wares
were unassignable to any regular architectural levels. It
would seem that these sherds had been scattered from a vil-
lage located nearer the center of the mound and hence not
intercepted by our operations. It is very probable that there
was a full period between XIII and XIV; but, since We' do
not yet have true floors of the period, it is considered here as
a subdivision of Period XIII

XIV

Brittle orange-buff wares with wavy vertical lines painted ,in Practically all wares are
red (earliest painted wares). Incised wares of Nineveh I burnished
type'!' Pattern-burnished wares as at Sakcagozu" and in
Ugarit V;17the color varies from black through brown to red.
"Rocker"-impressed wares and crude burnished wares as
from a near-by "Chalcolithic" cave'!s Unilinear stamp seals,
numerous flint and bone implements

Virgin soil 2.50 meters under present water table

11Similar wares, as yet unpublished, were found at QalCat al-Ru-us and Tell Sukas south of al-Ladhiqiyyah, on which sites cf. Albright in Ameri
can Journal of Arctiaeoloon XXXIX (1935) 146.

12 By the end of the 4th millennium the technique of applying painted decoration to pottery by means of a multiple brush seems to have heen
quite common throughout the Near East from Egypt to Iran. The effect is somewhat like comb decoration, except that brushes rather than comb
points carried the medium.

13 Cf. W. A. Jenny in Praehistorische Zeitschri]t XIX (1928) 284 f.: Gattung B. "Hackselkeramik."
14 Annal. 01 Archaeolotn) and Anthropoloou XX (1933) 168.
15 Ibid. p. 150.
16 Unpublished sherds from the "Neolithic" level.
17 SY7'ia XVI (1935) 166-68.
18 Described by T. P. O'Brien in Man XXXIII (1933) No. 182.
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study is complete we can naturally give only a generalized chronology. We do feel certain,
however, that the stratigraphy is correct and that the dating is quite accurate. A few of the
more typical wares or other criteria, such as seals, figurines, etc., are indicated, so that the
dates assigned to the periods may be understood.

I t will now be obvious why the pottery collected during the survey is listed in terms of the
Judaidah periods. The forthcoming publications on Tell al-Judaidah will supplement this part
of the survey in that the descriptions and datings of the pottery will be more complete; but,
since surface material collected on a survey such as this is necessarily no more than an indica
tion of the ceramic periods which a given mound may represent, it did not seem justifiable to
hold up the publication of the survey until the study of Tell al-Judaidah is completed. The
foregoing outline will in the meantime give as accurate a picture of what the material from the
survey means as it would be wise to postulate on the basis of surface collections. The reader
must also be reminded that, while the sherds that work their way to the surface and the sides
of a mound are remarkably indicative, they do not necessarily give a complete picture. Hence,
while our survey might show a mound with a gap in surface material between say Judaidah
VII and XI, that would be no proof that intervening periods are not present in the mound.

THE PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF THE PLAIN

To explain certain recent changes in topography, the nature of the Plain of Antioch must
be briefly described. The plain lies in the northwest corner of Syria (36°15' N., 36°25' E.) and
comprises most of the arable land of the sanjak of Alexandretta. It is roughly an equilateral
triangle with its apex to the north, closed in from the Mediterranean on the west by the Ama
nus Mountains (now called Gavur Daglan) and their extension, the KIZll Dag ; the Jabal
al-Aqra- foothills, the Jabal al-CAla?, and the Jabal Sim-an bound it on the south, and the
Kurt Dagi on the east. Antioch stands at the southwest angle of the triangle, Kirkhan at
the north apex, and Rihaniyyah, where the Syrian Expedition had its headquarters, at the
southeast angle. The Orontes, flowing northward from Coelesyria (al-Biqa-) through the
valley known as al-Ghab, enters the <Amuq at Jisr al-Hadid near the middle of the base of the
triangle. Its valley between the Jabal al-cAJaJ and the foothills of the Jabal al-Aqra- behind
Antioch makes a southern extension to the plain. After reaching Jisr al-Hadid the Orontes
turns abruptly westward, flows through Antioch, and passes on to the sea in a valley between
Jabal al-Aqra- and the KIZll Dag. It is joined before it reaches Antioch, however, by the
lower Kara Su, a channel from the Lake of Antioch. The lake, now known as Ak Deniz, lies
near Antioch in the southwest corner of the triangular plain and covers about a sixth of its
area. But the lake is unstable; its beaches are at best poorly defined on the south and the
west, and on its northern and eastern borders it passes immediately into swampland which
extends north of Kirkhan into the valley of the upper Kara Suo With the exception of several
small streams in the southwest which flow directly into the Orontes, the lake receives all the
drainage of the plain and transfers it to the Orontes near Antioch through the lower Kara Su,
as already mentioned. The lake is fed principally by two rivers, the upper Kara Su, which
flows into the northern part of the plain from a valley between the Amanus Mountains and
the Kurt Dagi, and the ::'\ahr al-s.sfrln, which passes near Rihaniyyah in the southeast corner
of the triangle and flows on westward to join the swamp on the northeast side of the lake. The
valleys of these two rivers also, lying on either side of the Kurt Dagi, must be considered as
extensions of the plain. The area which was surveyed for the problem in hand thus extends
beyond the boundaries of the plain proper. It stretches from Antioch to Hacilar in the upper
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THE PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF THE PLAT:'\ 9

Kara Su valley, follows the foothills of the Kurt Dagi to Afrinhan in the <Afrin valley, then
the foothills of the Jabal Sim-ari-Jabal al-rAla- complex to Jisr Xlaksur in the Orontes valley,
and from there extends westward again to Antioch. It is an area of approximately ;j:3;j square
kilometers, including the lake.

The climate in the valley is the same mild Mediterranean type as that found on the :-'yrian
coast.' During the winter months there is considerable rain, the average yearly fall being about
500 millimeters. This allows dry farming of certain spring crops, but use is also made of the
many streams for purposes of irrigation. August is the hottest month, with an average tem
perature of 29.7° C. Life in the plain at present is completely agricultural; the staple grains
grow well, and there is orange, olive, and mulberry culture in the Antioch quarter. X 0 natural
woodland now exists, however. Woolley believes that it was because the surrounding moun
tains were once thickly wooded that no mounds are to be found in the uplands." Be this as it
may, only the higher peaks in the Amanus are now forested, and all trees in the plain have been
intentionally planted and protected. There is much uninhabited land about the lake and its
swamp, due not only to winter floods, but also to mosquitoes.

The present population is quite mixed, with an ever increasing number of Arab farmers in
the plain itself. Most of the great landowners and merchants are Turks, and the Turks and
Kurds are naturally in the ascendancy in the northern valleys of the Kara ~u and <Afrin.
There are scattered groups of Armenians and a few Circassian villages. It is common knowl
edge that the population has increased since the beginning of the French mandate. On the
other hand, the plain may have been little occupied as recently as a hundred years ago, as
Buckingham mentions traveling from Antioch to Aleppo through its southern part when it had
"long wild grass and [was] but slightly cultivated throughout" or was "chiefly covered with
thick grass." Not until he was approaching Harim did he find a "well cultivated" area."

Most of the geologic activity in the plain is fairly recent.' There are some exposures of
Silurian, Devonian, and Lower Carboniferous slate and limestone in the Amanus, but most
of the formations are Tertiary. The Amanus and Jabal al-Aqra- appeared as mountains in the
upper Eocene, and the general topography must at that time have become roughly what it is
now. In the Miocene an arm of the sea spread in through the lower Orontes channel and ex
tended as far as Kilis and Aleppo. This receded in the Pliocene, depositing limestone and
sandstone, until at the end of that period only the Orontes delta area was covered..\t that
time, however, a fresh-water inland sea appeared in what is now the Plain of Antioch, Like
the changes above mentioned, most of the volcanic activity which accounts for the basalt beds
in and about the plain took place in the Tertiary. That the area is not yet entirely adjusted
is indicated by the presence of warm sulphur springs" and by the fact that more than fifty
major earthquakes have been recorded for this vicinity since IS.J, B.C.

There is other evidence that the area is not geologically stable. It will be noticed on the
maps that some of the mounds are rather far out in the swamp. Certainly today they would
be very inconvenient to inhabit, and there would seem to be some evidence to support Ren
nell's old theory that the Lake of Antioch did not exist in ancient times." In the base cut made

1 For a popular but very useful description of the region see Paul Jacquot, Aniioche, centre de tourisme (Beyrouth, 1931).

2 Antiquaries Journal XVII 2 f.
3 J. S. Buckingham, Travels among llu: Arab Tribes . . . . (London, IS~;'i) pp. ;')I;I;-G.".

4 For a detailed discussion of the geology of North Syria see Max Blanckenhorn, Syrien, Arabien urul J"'sopota1llien
("Handbuch del' regionalen Geologie" V -l [Heidelberg, 1914]). See also Wm. Ainsworth, Rescarchc« in Assyria, Babylonia.
and Chaldaea (London, 1;-;:iS) osp, pp. 299-302.

5 Those at al-Harnmarn at least are of very recent origin; d. Ainsworth, Researches, pp. ~!Iii f.

6 James Rennell, Illustrations, (Chi,:!ly Geoqraphical.) of the History of the Expedition of Cyrus, from Sar.li« to Babylonia;
and ilu: Retreat of the Ten Thousand Greeks, f1'01II Thence to Trebisonde, and Ludio (London, ISHi), Cf. comments by Curl
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10 .:\IOlT!\DS IN THE PLAIN OF ANTIOCH

in the spring of 1936 on Tell al-Judaidah we found that the present level of ground water is
about 2.50 meters higher than the earliest floor. On Tell Ta-yinat a city gate of the "Syro
Hittite" period, down on the plain floor, had its lower floor only 30 centimeters above the
ground-water level of the spring of 1936.1 These conditions cannot have existed when the
floors in question were being occupied. There has been a considerable silting-up of the whole
drainage system of the plain. The rivers, especially the Orontes, flowing rapidly through the
mountains, take much material into suspension. When the rivers pass out into the relatively
lewI plain, their speed is reduced, and they drop much of their suspended matter as silt.
Therefore we may assume that the silting-up of the drainage system, coupled with seismo
logical disturbances, probably caused the appearance of the lake in medieval times.

FIG. 3.-0XBOW LAKE FILLING AN OLD BEND OF THE cAFRIN, SEEN FROM QATAL Htrvtrx (No. 167) DURING FLOOD

SEASON

A word must be added concerning the valleys of the upper Kara Su and the <Afrm. The
floors of these valleys are broad and level where they join the -Amuq, but become narrower
and show some rock exposures as one goes upstream. The <Afrinruns quite close to the foot
hills of Jabal Sini-an in several places, but the west side of its valley rises gently into the foot
hills of the Kurt Dagi, giving sufficient arable land for a line of mounds as far up the valley

Ritter, Die Erdkunde, 17. Theil: Vergleichende Erdkunde der Sinai-Halbinsel, von Polasiina und Syrien IV 2 (Berlin,
1855) pp. 1614 f. Note also in Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyclopiidie der classischen Alterturnswissenschaft I (1894) 2444,
I. 63: "Der jetzige See von Antiochia wird im Altertum nicht genannt." Hugo Winckler's attempt (Altorientalisehe
Forschunqen, Erste Reihe [Leipzig, 1897] p. 104) to find references to the Lake of Antioch in Assyrian inscriptions is a
failure. However, there may have been a swamp here in Assyrian times. Cf. British Museum, Bronze Reliefs from the
Gates of Shalmaneser .... , ed. by L. W. King (London, 1915), PIs. XXV-XXVII, which show fortified towns of Unqi
rising from the water (of moats or marsh?); and see interpretation of ibid. PI. XXX by A. T. Olmstead, History of Assyria
(New York, 1923) pp. 127 f.

1 Dr. Wrn. A. Campbell, field director of the Committee for the Excavation of Antioch and the Vicinity, kindly informed
the writer that on the "island" the lowest point to which the water table subsides in September is about 82.05 meters
above sea-level and that this corresponds to an occupation of the 2d-3d century B.C. Virgin soil has not been reached in
this area.
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THE PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF THE PLAIX 11

as Afrinhan. In the upper Kara Su valley there is much bad land (Turkish, Ieee; same word as
Arabic lajo», "refuge"?), caused by basaltic extrusions, just south of the Turkish border, so
that most of the mounds appear in the southern part of the valley near its junction with the
plain.

There is evidence that the <Afrin has changed its course considerably. Flowing southwest
ward in its valley, it reaches the plain just east of Catal Huyuk (K 0.167), where it has eroded
a great bend, then takes a northwesterly course and passes today under the modern bridge on
the Rlhaniyyah-Kirkhan road at the village of Musharrafah (or Mushrafiyyah"). At present
the river does not make use of the full curve of the bend, parts of which may be filled with
oxbow lakes during flood (Fig. 3). When the bend was in full use, the river took a more north
erly course in coming out of it, flowing northward to the east of Tell al-Musharrafah (No. 163).
From this point onward the Travaux du Cadastre found evidence of two different ancient
courses. One, which can be followed northward, joins the stream from al-Hammam near Tell
Kurcoglu (N o. 55), then turns westward into the plain, where it is now lost in irrigation ditches.
A second dry bed can be traced northwestward from Tell al-Musharrafah past Yeniyapan (No.
54) and Akkuyu (No. 42) to Baytarh. In the region about Baytarh there seems to han been
considerable activity in controlling the river in times past, as lines of dikes and a number of
low characterless mounds which follow the dry river bed can be traced.' It is not known what
people were responsible for these hydrotechnic efforts, but it seems reasonable to suppose that
the work may have been begun by the Arabs under the Caliphs. The important points in re
spect to this survey are (1) that some mounds which now have no ready supply of surface'
water once did have it, while others along the present course of the '.\frin did not, and (2) that
the low mounds in the region of Baytarh and Akkuyu (i.e., Nos. 37-40 and 42-44) may he
no more than dumps from dredging operations, with a few stray earlier sherds on them. The
sherds from collections made on these sites suggest that such might be the case.

1 See sectional maps Nos. 3, 4, 6, and 7 prepared by the Travaux du Cadastre for the draining of the plain, the key
map of the "Plaine de l' Amouk," and the related Hllf)f)()rt ... IIll sujct des sources, rioieres et marais de [a I'laiur de ['Amouk
and its Annexes by C. Duraffourd (lU2SI.
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20 MOUNDS IN THE PLAIN OF ANTIOCH

LIST OF MOUNDS
The numbers preceding the mound names are those by which the mounds are designated on

Maps I-VIII. Question marks used with some of the names affect only their forms, not
their applicability to the sites concerned. "Tell" (Arabic) and "Huyuk" (Turkish), each
meaning "mound," are frequently interchanged in use. Following the descriptions of the
mounds and of the features associated with them come tabulations of the types of potsherds
which were collected on each mound. The types are identified in terms of the periods of
the Judaidah chronology.'

~~b~r Name of Mound

1 Kargahk Huyuk

2 Boklukaya
(Boklukoy,
Durmuslu,
Telh Huylik)

3 Kiremitli (Sayihk)

4 Boz Huyuk

5 Guzelce

6 Yassiyurt

7 Yusuflu

8 Arpah

Map
Number

I

Description of Mound

Fairly large and high; some scattered stone on sur
face. Water available from Kara Su; not much
arable land, as district is rocky

Fairly small but steep and high; some scattered
stone on surface. Water from mountain streams
and springs; not much good land

Small but high; some scattered stone on surface.
Water from-mountain streams and springs; not
much arable land

Medium-sized, fairly steep; much scattered stone
on surface. Water from Kara Su; some arable
land in river valley. Traces of Roman or Byzan
tine baths near by

Medium-sized and fairly high; some scattered
stone on surface. Water from mountain streams
and springs; arable land in river valley

Fairly large and steep. Water from Muratpasa
Su headwaters; valley is arable here

Quite large; fairly high and steep. Water from
Kara Su at base of mound and from a mountain
stream near by; arable land plentiful

Fairly large, but low and gently sloping; a few
scattered stones and Roman roof tiles on sur
face. Water from mountain streams and
springs; arable land plentiful

Sherds Found on Mound

Kara Su red ware
II-lIP

Possibly VII, on basis
of one cooking pot
rim and some gray
cored brittle ware
which is paralleled
on Judaidah but
lacks a character
istic slip

II-III
Possibly V
Possibly VII, at least

the variation men
tioned above

Possibly XIII

Medieval-Arab
II-III
V

II-III
Possibly VII-X

Kara Su red ware
II
VI

II-III
Probably VII
Possibly XIII

II-III
X

1 Although we always collected as many sherds as possible, there were naturally many questionable sherds, and in
some cases only one or two sherds appeared to represent a period. If there was a question, or if only one sherd of a period
appeared, that period is listed as "possibly" present. If two unquestionable sherds of a single period were found on differ
ent parts of a mound, their period is given as "probably" present. If three or more contemporary sherds appeared from
different parts of a mound, their period is considered to have been present on that mound and is listed without reservation.

2 See p. 6, n. 2.
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Mound Name of Mound Map Description of Mound Sherds Found on MoundNumher Number

9 Dana Hiiyuk II Small and low, with no characteristic features. Probably II-III
Water supply was probably from a mountain VII
stream, now part of an irrigation system; arable X
land plentiful XI

Possibly XIII

LO Baglama II Fairly large and high, steep on north and east II-III
(cAin al-Samak) sides; other sides slope gently. On top of mound IV

traces of dressed stone walls indicate a small Possibly VII
square building, probably a late watchtower, as XI
the mound occupies an important position with
regard to control of the Bailan Pass. There is a
large spring just west of the mound; arable
land plentiful

11 Pasakoy II Fairly large and high; north slope steep, other Medieval-Arab
slopes more gentle. A riverlet flows just north II-III
of the mound, and there is a recent (Medieval- VII
Arab?) well on the south at its base; arable land X
plentiful

12 Acarkiiy (Halil A/!;a III Medium-sized. Water from headwaters of Murat- Medieval-Arab
Huyuk, Halil pasa Su; arable land available II-III
Beg Huyiik) X

XI

13 Qataltepe III Medium-sized. Water from headwaters of Murat- Medieval-Arab
pasa Su; arable land available III

Possibly IV
Possibly XI

14 Ihkpmar Huytik (Hsk- III Medium-sized, rather steep and high. A spring is Medieval-Arab
hor, Tell Hammam near the base, and arable land is plentiful X
al-Gharbi) XI

XII

15 Tell Mahmutlu III Fairly large and high; north and northeast slopes II-III
(Koyuncu Huyuk) steep, others gentle. No very close source of Probably IV

water; arable land plentiful V
Possibly X

16 Qataltepe III This site consists of four small mounds on the Northern mound:
(Umm al-Assum) banks of a stream. All four have the same name. V-VI (few sherds)

Water and arable land plentiful Western mound:
Medieval-Arab
Possibly III

Eastern mound:
Medieval-Arab
Possibly III

Southern mound:
Medieval-Arab

17 Soguksu Huyuk III Medium-sized but fairly high. Some springs about Medieval-Arab
base, as well as several native huts. Arable land II-III
plentiful Possibly V

Possibly X
Possibly XIII

18 Gusel Huyuk III Fairly small and low. Water available in rivers VII (plentiful)
near by, but whole area is marshy at present. Probably X
Dry arable land now some distance away
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Mound
Number Xnrne of Mound :\lup

Number Description of Mound Sherds Found on Mound

19 Tell Karadurmuslu
(Koyunciye
al-Saghirah)

20 Tell (All Beg

21 Tell Torun Anabh

22 Colaktepe
(Tell Kilise)

23 Ciloglan

24 Yolasan

25 Muratpasa
(Shaikh Sulaiman)

26 Tell Abu Sha-lr
(Tell al-Murldli)

27 Kar Haliliye (Tell
Kirkhizpmar)

28 Tell Matta
(or Maltahr)

29 al-Kanisah
(Tell Calakkoyu)

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

Medium-sized, fairly high; steep on the north and
south sides. Village about base. Water avail
able in streams near by, but whole area is
marshy at present. Some dry land available

Low and small; in the marsh, near mouth of the
upper Kara SUo Dry arable land now some dis
tance away

Medium-sized; near the upper Kara SUo Land
usually flooded in winter

Small and low; near the mouth of one of the lower
channels of the upper Kara Suo Some dry land
to the north, especially in summer

Fairly small; more or less covered by a village. To
the north is some dry arable land

Small; in marshland west of Muratpasa Suo No
dry arable land at present

A large basaltic extrusion (rather than a mound in
the true sense) in the marsh, with remains of
late occupation. There are traces of the masonry
walls of a large building, probably Early Chris
tian

On a foothill of the Kurt Dagi: probably mostly
natural. Marshy land at base; Muratpasa Su
not far away

Medium-sized, fairly high. Water from a moun
tain stream and a spring; some arable land in
valley where mound stands

Medium-sized, fairly high. Now right in the
swamp; no dry arable land

Large and high; in the marsh, near present channel
of Muratpasa Suo No arable land at present

Medieval-Arab
II-III
IV
VII

Kara Su red ware
Medieval-Arab
I
Possibly VII

Medieval-Arab
Possibly III

Kara Su red ware
II
Possibly III
Probably IV

Medieval-Arab
II-III

Medieval-Arab
III

Medieval-Arab abun
dant, with possibly
some celadon

II-III

II-III

Medieval-Arab
II-III
Possibly VII
XI

Medieval-Arab
II-III
IV
V
Possibly VI
XI
Possibly XIII

Kara Su red ware, in
cluding one sherd
of a roof tile in this
ware

30 Tabarat Kizilkaya
(Kubbece)

31 Doshasan (Tell Kalem
lik, Yenikrzrlkaya)

I
II-III
Possibly VII
Possibly XIII-XIV

III Small and very low. No near-by source of water; Meaningless
arable land plentiful

III Fairly small, not steep, with a village on it. Water II-III
from a mountain stream; arable land plentiful.
Several modern cuts showed floors and mud
brick
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32 Tell Sultan

33 Tell Firqah

34 Tell Jurn

35 Bokluca
(Baldlran)

36 Tell Kizilkaya
(Tell Gavurkoy)

37 Tabarat Baytarh
(Havuztepe)

38 Cinciktepesi

39 Tabarat Akkoy

40 Toprakh
(Tell Baytarh)

41 Kiremitlik

42 Akkuyu
(Cengeloglu)

43 Akkoy

44 Tabarat I;IajjI Hasan

45 Tabarat <Arab Ahmad
(Killiktepe)

46 Gocoglu (or
Gokceoglu?)

Map
Number

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

LIST OF ),IOUKDS

Description of Mound

Fairly large and high; in the marsh, near present
channel of Muratpasa Suo :\0 dry arable land
near by

Medium-sized; in the marsh, near present channel
of Muratpasa Suo No dry arable land

Fairly small; in the marsh, near present channel
of Muratpasa Suo No dry arable land

Fairly large and high, not very steep. Late clas
sical roof tiles scattered on surface. Modern vil
lage on south and west slopes. Water in a stream
coming from a near-by spring; arable land
plentiful

Medium-sized but high, steep except on south.
There is a small spring from the rocky ridge
just east of the mound, but no other near-by
water supply; arable land plentiful

Small and low; in the marsh just north of the
peninsula of Baytarh. Only marsh water avail
able at present; not much arable land

Small and low; northeast of Baytarh, in the
marsh. Marsh water; not much arable land

Small and low. :\0 good surface water, but near
ancient course of the <Afrin; arable land plenti
ful

Fairly small, fairly low. ;"0 good surface water;
arable land plentiful

Fairly large and high; in the very edge of the
marsh. Marsh water; arable land to the north

Small; southeast of the village, nearly in the
marsh. Marsh water; arable land to the north

Small and low. Ko good surface water; arable
land plentiful

Small and low. Water now available from a stream
somewhat north, but near ancient course of the
<Afrin; arable land plentiful

Small and low. No good supply of surface water,
but marsh and the 'cAfrln are near by; arable
land plentiful

Small and low; just west of ancient course of the
<Afrrn. Water available from the <Afrm some
distance away or from wells; arable land plenti
ful

Sherds Found on Mound

:\Iedieyal-Arab
I
Possibly III

Medieval-Arab
I
IY
Possibly YII

I
II
Possibly III

Medieval-Arab
II
Possibly IY
XI

Medieval-Arab
II
Probably III
IY
Possibly V
Probably YII
Possibly XIII

Recent Arab
Possibly VII

Medieval-Arab

Recent Arab
A primitive ware which

resembles some of
XIII

VI
Probably VII

I
II-III
Probably VII

l\Ieaningless

Medieval-Ara b
Possibly IV

Medieval-Arab

Possibly HI

Modieval-Arah
Possibly HI
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24 MOUNDS IN THE PLAIN OF ANTIOCH

Mound
Number Name of Mound :\Iap

Number Description of Mound Sherds Found on Mound

II-III
Possibly XIII

All three mounds:
Medieval-Arab
II-III

Three small, low mounds; in the marsh, north of
village of Hasanusagi al-Dai-ah. On one is a
reed-hut village. Marsh water; no dry arable
land

III

III

III Large, but very low, with remains of what was
probably an Early Christian settlement with
church.' On the surface are several squat lime
stone columns, many roof tiles, etc. Now in
marsh. Marsh water; no dry arable land

Small and low; in the marsh. Marsh water; no dry
arable land

48 Yollak (Yoltepe)

49 Uctepe

4i Sutepe

50 Biiyiiktepe III Fairly small and low; on edge of the marsh.
Roman roof tiles on surface. Marsh water;
arable land to the east

II
Possibly XIV

51 Killik

52 Akpmar (cAin al
Baicj.iP, Tell Baidaz)

53 Tell Marwanah

54: Yeniyapan

III

IV

IV

IV

Fairly small and low; a village now stands on it.
Marsh and <Afrln near by, but present water
supply from wells; arable land plentiful

Large and fairly high, fairly steep except on south
east. Ruins of recent buildings (barracks?) ap
pear on top. There is an excellent spring just at
base on southeast; arable land plentiful

Large, fairly high, and steep, with a gentle depres
sion opening out to the southwest! In this de
pression are a scattered mass of large stones and
traces of a wall (suggestive of a gateway); and
limestone boulders, remains of a fortification,
appear at various points on the north, west, and
east slopes of the mound. Near the northwest
base is an excellent spring, by which was found
a large squared basalt block. Arable land
plentiful

Consists of two small, low mounds near ancient
course of the <Afrm, No near-by surface water;
arable land plentiful

Medieval-Arab

II-III
IV
Probably V
VII
VIII
XI
Possibly XIII

Medieval-Arab

I~~ )rather abundant
VI

Possibly X
Possibly XIII

Western mound:
Medieval-Arab
II-III

Eastern mound:
Medieval-Arab

1 This might be the mound shown in the lake and described as ruins of an ancient temple on the "Carte d'une portion
du Scham (la Syrie) ... dressee de 1811 a 1818 par J. B. L. J. Rousseau," Recueil de voyages et de memoires, public par
la Societe de Geographie, II (Paris, 1825) PI. VI. A "notice sur la carte ... de M. Rousseau" by J.-G. Barbie du Bocage
is given ibid. pp. 194-217.

2 Certain other large (and, in every case, at least fairly high) mounds also have each a gently sloping depression on the
western slope. The direction toward which the center of the depression points varies from northwest to southwest, but
only in the caseof Tell Marwanah was there actual suggestion of a gateway in the depression. The writer would not maintain
that more than coincidence is involved, as excavation about the depression on Catal Huyuk did not yield anything of
interest. Only future excavation can really clear up the point, and it is deemed sufficient here merely to mention the oc
currence of these depressions. The mounds on which they are found are Tell Marwanah (No. 53), Tell Jindaris (No. 58),
Te'l Jalamah (No. 72), Tell Uzunarab (No. 84), Tell i;'alil.llyyah (No. 129), and Catal Huyuk (No. 167).
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LIST OF .:\IOUXDS

~~b~r Name of Mound Map
Number Description of M ound Sherds Found on Mound

55 Tell Kurcoglu (Fig. 4)

56 Gilltepe

IV

IV

Fairly large, very high and steep. Most gentle
slope on the south; on this slope lies part of the
modern village. In a modern cemetery at the
base on the north are a number of cut and uncut
basalt fragments. From this mound (or from
Ko. 57?) is said to have come an inscribed "Hit
tite" statue fragment (Berlin VA 3009).1 1\0
near-by surface water; arable land plentiful

Small; in vicinity of the numerous springs of al
Hammam. Excellent water supply, although
some of the springs are hot;' arable land plenti
ful

II-III
IV
Y
YII
Possibly XI
Possibly XIII

XIII (especially the
"provincial" Tell
al-I.Ialaf wares)

XIY

FIG. 4.-TELL KURCOGLU (No ..)')1 FHOM SOUTH

Medieval-Arab
IV
V
Probably VII
Probably XI

II-III
IV
V
vr or VII
X
XI

Large, fairly high and steep, with a gentle depres
sion opening out to the south and a smaller but
sharper depression opening out to the north.
In the area of the springs; arable land plentiful

IV

IV57 Tell al-Hammgm

58 Tell Jindaris (Fig. 5) 3 Very large but not high or steep, with a gentle de-
pression open to the southwest. Traces of lime
stone boulders show the line of a fortification
wall on south and west. Severul cuts have been
made on the northeast along the base of the
mound, near the modern village, which lies just
beyond the mound on the other side of a small
stream carrying a good supply of water. Arable
land plentiful

1 Jensen, cited by L. Messerschmidt in his Erst publication of the inscription (Orientalistische Lilterntur-Zcitunq II
[1899] 35-38), says the torso came "von einem grossen Schutthugel im AmI): unweit vom Kirtsch-oghlu, nicht weit vom
alten Gindarus am Afrin." Messerschmidt republished the inscription in Vorderasiatische Cesellschaft., Mitteilungen V
(1900) 120 and PI. \'II.

2 These springs are said to be of recent origin; cf. p. 9.
"Probably to be identified with Kunulua, on which city cf. I. J. Gelb in American Journal of Semitic Lanquoqe« awl

Literatures LI (1935) 189--91.
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2(j

~~~b~r Name of Mound

59 Tell Bab Lit

:\Ior:\DS I~ THE PLAIN OF ANTIOCH

,,~~ber Description of Mound

Y Large, but neither high nor very steep. There are
traces of the stone foundation of a fortification
wall at various points around the slopes. Springs
all about the base-the largest and most used
being one on the southeast-unite to form a
stream which flows off to the southwest, giving
an excellent water supply. Arable land plentiful

Sherds Found on Mound

Possibly III
Possibly IV
Possibly V
VII
X
Possibly XI

FIG. 5.-TELL JINDARIS (No. 58) FROM EAST-NoRTHEAST

60 Tell Turundah

61 Tell Mahmutliye

62 Tell <AinDarah

V

V

V

Medium-sized, but high and fairly steep. A
spring which rises near by flows by the base of
the mound, and the <Afrin is near at hand; so
water supply was excellent. Arable land plenti
ful. At the base of the mound, on the southeast,
is a mosaic, said by the natives to be large in
area, made up of large white tesserae

Medium sized, but neither high nor steep. A
stream comes down from the mountains near
the mound, but is probably dry in summer.
Arable land plentiful

Large, high, and fairly steep; small mounds about
base to north, east, and southeast may indicate
walls of an outer fortification. On northwest
slope, and turning about northern corner
of mound, are a well preserved glacis and
boulders of the fortification wall. Many basalt
fragments are scattered about on surface. A

II-III
IV
V
Possibly VI or VII
X
XI
Probably XII
XIII (with "provin

cial" Tell al-Ifalaf)
Possibly XIV

IV
V
Possibly X
Possibly XIV

II-III
VI or VII
X
XI
XIII (with "provin

cial" Tell al-Ifalaf)
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LIST OF ~IOUKDS

~~~b~r Name of Mound

63 Tell Shaikh
<Abd al-Rahman

64 Telef

65 Tell Aslan (Geri
Aslan, Tell Bassouta)

66 Tell Qirbah
(Tell Quraibah)

67 Tell Hamo

68 Bur] cAbdal

69 Tell Farilq
(Tell Firaq)

70 Tabarat Zalaqah

:\Jap
Number

V

v

v

v

v

v

V

v

Description of Mound

good clear stream from a spring near by runs
by base, and the <Afrm is near at hand; arable
land plentiful

Large, but neither high nor steep. Water available
from a mountain stream at base; arable land
plentiful

In all probability a natural formation, on a ridge
on which a modern village stands

Small, but high. Water is available from a small
stream coming from a mountain spring, also
from the <Afrrn not far away; arable land
plentiful

Fairly large, but low. A stream coming from a
mountain spring runs by base; arable land
plentiful

Medium-sized and fairly high; located where two
mountain streams meet. About base is a
village. Water and arable land plentiful

Large and high; very steep on northwest against
the river. Much scattered stone on surface,
Water available from the <Afrin, also from a
mountain stream a short distance away; arable
though somewhat stony land plentiful

Small, but fairly high. Water from the <Afrrn and
from a stream which joins it near by; arable
land plentiful

Small, but fairly high. Water available from the
<Afrin: arable land plentiful

Sherda Found on Mound

III
IY
Y
VI
VII
X
XI
Possibly XII

Recent Arab

II-III
IV
Possibly \'I

IY
Possibly Y
VI
X
XI
Possibly XIII

IY
Probably V
Probably \'I
X
Probably XI
Possibly XIII

III
IV
V
nI
Possibly XIII or XIV

Probably III
Possibly XIV

III
Probably IV
Probably V

II
III
IY
YI or VII

71 Tell $illaur V Fairly large and high. On north it slopes steeply
down to a limestone bluff which rises sheer from
the -Afrm. Much scattered limestone on sur
face. \Vater from the -Afrrn and from some
springs in what is now the modern village just
to the south. A fragmentary mosaic in the vil-
lage, a piece of a limestone lintel carved with
Greek letters, and a quarry and some rock-cut
cisterns near by to the southwest all seem to
point to a settlement here in late Roman to
Early Christian times!

IOn this site cf. Eduard Sachau in Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaftcn, philoe-hist. Classe, SilzlIllgsberichte,

lSn~, pp. :1~!l-36.
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28 MOUNDS IN THE PLAIN OF ANTIOCH

Mound
Number Name of Mound Map

Number Description of Mound Sherds Found on Mound

72 Tell Jalamah
(properly Jalhamah)

73 Tell (Jamurliye
(Tell Jabur)

74 Mut Huyuk

75 Tell Kecebey

76 Tell Misri

77 Tell cAnbar

78 Tell <Arab

79 Tell Damalka
al-Shamali

80 Tell al-Rasm

81 Tell Damalka al-Qibll

82 Tell cAla) aI-DIn
al-Shamali

V Large and fairly high, with steep sides on north
only. Traces of limestone foundations of fortifi
cation walls appear at various places along the
slopes, and traces of east-west walls on top of
mound. A gentle depression opens out to the
southwest. There is a good spring just west of
the mound; arable land plentiful

VI Size uncertain, since mound is built out from side
of a natural hill; probably not large. Water
available from a spring at base; arable land
plentiful

VI Fairly small and very low; practically in the lake,
so that north side of mound is really a beach at
present. Lake or marsh water; little dry land

VI Fairly large and high; somewhat steep except on
south. At top on south are remains of a shallow
trench about ten meters long, said by the na
tives to have been dug before the war by a
faransaufi (literally, "Frenchman," but prac
tically, any European). No immediate supply
of surface water; arable land plentiful

VI Fairly large, but low. No immediate surface
water; arable land plentiful

VI Fairly large, but low. No immediate surface
water; arable land plentiful

VI Medium-sized, neither very high nor very steep.
On southern slope about four meters of stone
and lime-mortar wall are exposed. Water from
a mountain stream near by; arable land plenti
ful

VI Large; northeast slope steep, other slopes gentle.
Near top are exposures of natural rock; hence
a considerable part of the core must be natural.
Water available from the Orontes; .arable land
plentiful

VI Fairly small and low. Water available from the
Orontes; arable land plentiful

VI Large and very high, with steep sides. In all prob-
ability some of the core is natural (cf', No. 79),
but the characteristic steep sides and flat top as
well as the sherds prove occupation. Water
from the Orontes; arable land plentiful

VI Medium-sized, neither high nor steep; probably a
natural formation for the most part, but occu
pied during the Antiochian period. Water from
the Orontes; arable land plentiful

Possibly III
IV
V
VI
Probably VII
X
XI

VII

Almost unrecogniz
able because of ac
tion of waves; only
IV certain

IV
V
VI

II-III
X
XI
Possibly XIII

Medieval-Arab
XI

Medieval-Arab
Possibly XIII

Orange-buff white
tempered wares
which include roof
tile sherds and must
be some medieval
Arab wares

Possibly XIII

Medieval-Arab
III
VII
Probably X

Medieval-Arab
II-III
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90 Ghuzraniyyah VII

91 Pasa Huyuk VII

92 Tell Karacamk VII

93 Hasanusagt al-Dai-ah VII
(Uctepe)

94 Tell Kurdu VII

~':b~r Name of Mound

83 Tell CAla? aI-DIn
al-Qibli

84 Tell Uzunarab
(Boz Hiiyiik)

85 Tell Mudanbo

86 Karatepe

87 Hardalh

88 Kortepe

89 Boztepe

LIST OF :\10l'"XDS

N~ber Description of Mound

VI Large, but neither high nor steep; probably almost
entirely natural. Water from the Orontes;
arable land plentiful

VI Large and high; quite steep except on west, where
a gentle depression runs down to base. Just
southwest of mound is the village of Boz
Huyuk, where there is water. Arable land
plentiful. In the spring of 1936 Sir Leonard
Woolley made a sondageon the mound

VI Medium-sized, neither high nor steep; partly oc-
cupied by village of Mudanbo. A small stream
from the mountains comes near by; the only
other surface water is the Orontes, some dis
tance away. Arable land plentiful

VII In deepest part of marsh, where it meets the lake.
Large and fairly high and steep. A smaller
mound just south mayor may not connect with
it under water. Marsh water; no dry arable
land at present

VII Low and small (how much under water?); in the
marsh. Marsh water; no dry arable land

VII Low and very small (how much under water?); in
the marsh. Marsh water; no dry arable land

VII Fairly large, but low; in the marsh. ~eattered

limestone fragments on surface: two shallow
parallel ditches run east and west. Marsh
water; no dry arable land

Low and small (how much under water?); in the
marsh. Marsh water; no dry arable land

Fairly large and high. Water available from the
-Afrln near by; arable land plentiful

Fairly large, but not high; in the marsh. Marsh
water; no dry arable land

Group of three small, low, more or less connected
mounds, on one of which are several houses of
the village. X 0 immediate surface supply of
water; arable land plentiful

Large, but not very high or steep; roughly horse
shoe-shaped, with depression opening out to the
southwest. 1'\0 immediate surface water; arable
land plentiful

29

Sherds Found on "round

A coarse red ware
similar to the Kara
Su red ware

Medieval-Arab
II
III
IV
Probably V
VII
X
XI
Possibly XII

Xledieval-Arab
II-III
Possibly VII
Possibly XIII

Main mound:
Medieval-Arab
VII
X
XI

~maller mound:
I-II
Possibly VI

I
II

Medieval-Arab
Possibly IV

IV
V
VIol' VII
nIl
Possibly X

II-III
XII

II
III
Possibly X

Recent Arab
XII

Medieval-Arab
II-III
Probably XII'

Recent Arab
II
XIII (particularly the

"provincial" TeJlal
I;Jalaf wares)

XII'
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30 l\IOFN"DS Ii\" THE PLAIN OF ANTIOCH

~~':::b~r Kame of Mound

95 Kara Huyuk

96 Tell Tarfah

97 Tabarat Tarfah
(Turaifah)

98 Tabarat Ebilu

99 Tell Hasanusagi
(Yerkuyu)

100 <Imar al-Jadid al
GharbI (Kiztepe)

101 -Imar al-Jadid
al SharqI

102 Bastepe

103 Tabarat Mastepe

104 Terzi Huyuk

105 Tutlu Huyiik

106 Kharab cAlI

Map
Number

VII

VII

VII

VII

VII

VII

VII

VII

VII

VII

VII

VII

Description of Mound

l\Iedium-sized, but fairly steep and high. There
is a spring near the base; arable land plentiful

Medium-sized, fairly high, with some buildings of
the village of the same name on it. Some water
near by in part of an irrigation system, but no
really good surface supply; arable land plentiful

Small; just east of Tell Tarfah. Somewhat nearer
to the <Afrin, but with no immediate surface
water supply; arable land plentiful

Medium-sized, fairly low; not far from present
border of the marsh. No immediate surface
water except from the marsh; arable land
plentiful

Large; high and steep, except for a slight depres
sion on the west. Level of ground at base some
what lower than that of the surrounding plain,
so that water stands here during the rainy
season and gives the impression of a moat. No
immediate surface-water supply; arable land
plentiful

Fairly small and low. No immediate surface
water supply; arable land plentiful

Medium-sized and fairly low. No immediate sur
face-water supply; arable land plentiful

Fairly small and low; in part perhaps a natural
formation. No immediate source of surface
water; arable land plentiful

Small, low mound southwest of Tell Mastepe
(No. 156). Water available from the <Afrm
some distance away; arable land plentiful

Large and fairly high; right on edge of the lake,
so that wave action has weathered the western
slope. Lake water; arable land to the east

Medium-sized, neither high nor steep. Near the
marsh, but no other surface supply of water;
arable land plentiful

Medium-sized, but fairly low, with somewhat of
a depression at base on east. No immediate
surface-water supply; arable land plentiful

Sherds Found on Mound

II-III
IV
V

Medieval-Arab
Possibly XIII

XIII (especially the
"provincial" Tell al
I,Ialaf wares)

Medieval-Arab and
some Arab wares
which are probably
quite recent (as at
Tell GhazI [No.
170])

Medieval-Arab
III
IV
V
VI or VII
X
Possibly XI
XIV
Medieval-Arab
XIII
Medieval-Arab

Medieval-Arab
II-III

Medieval-Arab
II-III
Possibly V
Possibly VI
VII
II
III
IV
V
VII
XI
Arab coarse red wares

probably quite re
cent (as at Tell
GhazI [No. 170])

X
XI
Medieval-Arab
II-III
IV
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~~b~r Name of Mound

107 Tabarat Hurriyet

108 t'c;tepe

109 Tell Ibrahimiyyah

110 Tell al-Fa)r

LIST OF }IOUNDS

N~r:ber Description of Xlound

VII Small, gently sloping on all sides. ?\ 0 immediate
surface-water supply; arable land plentiful

VII A group of three mounds; the northern one is
small, the southeastern and southwestern ones
somewhat larger. No immediate surface-water
supply; arable land plentiful

VII Medium-sized, but low and characterless. No
surface water except an irrigation ditch which
runs near by; arable land plentiful

VII Medium-sized, but low and characterless. Only
surface-water supply is from an irrigation ditch;
arable land plentiful

31

Sherds Found on Mound

Medieval-Arab
Possibly vr

?\orthern mound:
II-III
Possibly IV

Southeastern mound:
Medieval-Arab
II-III

Southwestern mound:
XIII

I
Possibly X
Probably XI

111 Tallat

112 (Jolaktepe

VII

VII

A group of three low, characterless mounds. No
immediate surface-water supply; area subject
to flooding during winter, land otherwise arable

Fairly small and low; near the lake. Marsh water
available; arable land to the northeast

Medieval-Arab
II-III

Medieval-Arab, also
recent Arab coarse
red wares (as at
Tell Ghazi [No.
170J)

II-III
X

113 Cakaltepe
(Tell Habish?)

114 Kucuk Avare

115 Tabarat Buyuk Avare

116 Buyuk Avare

117 Tell Karatas (Qad
dahiyyat <Abd al
<Aztz, Safsafa)

VII Large and fairly high; gently sloping except on
east, where it almost appears as though a ditch
had been cut through the talus. This ditch as
well as the floor of the plain about base of
mound is subject to flooding during winter. No
good surface-water supply; arable land plenti
ful. On top of mound is a ruined modern house
of more than usual size, just west of which are
remains of a dressed stone well (Early Christian?)

VII Fairly small and low, with the reed huts of a mod-
ern village on it. Water from KIZII Irk just to
south; arable land plentiful

VII Small, low mound. Water from KIZII Irk; arable
land plentiful

VII Medium-sized, but fairly low, with the reed huts
of a modern village on it. Waterfrom KIZIIIrk;
arable land plentiful

VII Medium-sized, but fairly low. 'Vater from KIZII
Irk some distance to south; arable land plenti
ful. A modern building stands on the mound

Medieval-Arab
I
II (including many

roof tiles)
III

Medieval-Arab, also
recent Arab coarse
red wares (as at
Tell Ghaz! lXo. 170J)

III
Possibly XIII

Medieval-Arab
II-III

l\Iedieval-Arab
XIII

II-III
Possibly V
Probably XII"
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32 }.IOUNDS IN THE PLAIN OF ANTIOCH

Mou nd
Nu mber Name of Mound lIIap

Numbe r Description of Mound Sherds Found on Mound

118 Qaddahiyya t cAl i Bey YII Fairly small and low. Wate r available from KIZll
Irk some distance to south; arable land
plentiful .

119 Goktepe (Kokaz) VII Fa irly small and low. Water available from KlZll
Irk some distance to south; arable land plenti
ful. Some reed huts now stand on the mound

120 Tell Mtrmtran-i-tArab VII Medium-sized, fairly high. Only present surface-
wate r supply is from an irrigation ditch; arabl e
land plent iful . There are a number of dressed
limestone blocks (Early Christian?) on the sur
face in a pit recently made by natives

Medieval-Arab
XI V

Recent Arab
II-III

Medieval-Arab
II-III
IV
V
Possibly VI

FIG. G.- T ELL T A' YINAT (No. 126)

121 Tell Sha-Ir VII

122 Horlak <A t fqah (Khir- VII
bat al-Khurrlaq, Tell
Khorlak)

123 Tell Sicanh VII

124 Tell Kele~ VII

Small, low, and characterless. No immediate sur
face-water supply except marsh water; arable
land plentiful

Small and low, with a few native buildings on it
and ruined tr aces of a larger building. No im
mediate surface-water supply ; ara ble land
plentif ul

Medium-sized; fairly high, but not steep. Par t of
a native village covers th e talus of the mound.
Wate r from Nahr al-Fuwar ; arable land plenti
ful

Fairly large, high, and steep, but with a broad ter
race on west. ' Vater available from KIZII Irk
somewhat to nort h; arable land plent iful

Medieval-Arab
II-III

Recent to Medieval
Arab

Medieval-Arab
III
Possibly VII

Medieval-Arab
II
III
IV
Possibly VII
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~';;;~~r Name of Mound

125 Tell Sacakh

126 Tell TacyInat (Fig. 6)

Map
Number

VII

VII

LIST OF ~IOLXDS

Description of Mound

Small and low; encr oached upon by houses of the
villag e to the west. Water available from the
Orontes; arable land plentiful

Now in process of excavation by th e Syrian Ex
pedition; reports are in preparation. Already
in 1896 Perdrizet and Fossey had found here a
basalt orthostat (F ig. 7)1

33

Sherds Found on Mound

Recent Arab
Possibly"
Possibly XI

I"
XI

FIG. i .- "HI'ITlTE" ORTHOSTAT OF BASALT, FROM TELL TA'YINAT (No. 126). SC Al, E , 1 : 10

127 Tell Tacyinat
nl-Saghir

128 Tulal ~aliQ.iyyah

al-Saghlrln

VII Part of th e T ell Tasylnat concession, not yet ex-
cavated

VII A pair of small, low mound s just west of Tell
$alil~iyyah. Water available from Xahr al
Fuwar ; ar able land plentiful. " 'oolley mad e
sonda ges here in th e spring of 1936

Xorthern mound :
II-III
XI

Southern mound :
Medieval-Arnh
II-III

1 Their report in Bulletin de cOlTespondanc e helUniqll e XXI (189i) 166 st at es that th ey found and photographed
" dans l'Amk un grand bas-relief hittite d'une conservat ion parfaite et d 'um- rcelle beaut c." The piece was published
by G. Maspero, The Passing of the Empires (New York , 1900) p . 36. It is now in th e possession of the family of Shaikh
Barakat in Anti och .
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~~':b~r Name of Mound

129 Tell ~iili9iyyah

130 Tabarat Algana

131 Tell Algana

132 Tabarat JalIl

133 Tell BahlIlah

134 Tell al-I;Iallaq

135 Tulail al-SharqI

136 Tell <Atshanah

137 Tell Akrad

138 Tell Saliiq

139 Gotubuyuk

140 Khan Bessine

I-H Tabarat I;Iamqah
al-Qibliyyah

142 Tell Hamdah al
Qibli

~IOL~DS IX THE PLAIN OF .\NTIOCH

,,~~ger Description of Mound

'"II Large, high, and fairly steep; opening to the north
west is a more gently sloping depression. There
are a few native houses on the mound. Water
available from Nahr al-Fuwar, which flows just
to south; arable land plentiful. Woolley made
sondages here in the spring of 1936

VII Fairly small and low. No immediate surface
water supply; arable land plentiful

VII Medium-sized but fairly high, with steep sides on
north. There is a village of reed huts on the
slopes, and on top are the ruins of a larger build
ing (a khan?). No immediate surface-water
supply; arable land plentiful

VII Small and low. Scattered dressed stones on sur
face perhaps indicate some such structure as a
Roman watchtower. No immediate surface
water supply; arable land plentiful

VII Medium-sized, fairly low and gently sloping;
covered by a native village. No immediate
surface-water supply; arable land plentiful

VII Fairly small and low, with a reed-hut village near
by. No immediate supply of surface water;
arable land plentiful

VII Medium-sized, but low, with a village scattered
over the surface. The Syrian Expedition made
sondageshere in the spring of 1936, the results
of which are in preparation

VII Large and low; in process of excavation for the
British Museum by Sir Leonard Woolley-

VII Medium-sized, but high and steep. No immediate
supply of surface water; arable land plentiful

VII Small, but high, with a village on and about it.
No immediate surface-water supply; arable
land plentiful

VII Medium-sized, but high. Water available in Nahr
al-Fuwar near by; arable land plentiful

VII Medium-sized and fairly high. There is a spring
just west of the mound; arable land plentiful.
On top are the buildings of a khan

VII Small and low. The stream from Harim runs near
by; arable land plentiful

VII Medium-sized. The stream from Harim runs near
by; arable land plentiful

Sherds Found on Mound

IV
V
Possibly VII
XI

Medieval-Arab
II-III

Probably III
IV

Medieval-Arab
II-III
Possibly VII

Possibly IV
VII
X
XI

Medieval-Arab
II
IV
VII

IV
Possibly VI

Published material
principally like Ju
daidah VI

Medieval-Arab
II-III

XI

Possibly V
X
XI

VII
Probably VIII
Possibly XI

IV
V

Medieval-Arab
VII
Possibly XI

1 See Illustrated London News, Dec. 19,1936, IJ. 1148; Journal of Hellenic Studies LVI (1936) 125-34.
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Number Name of Mound Map

Number

LIST OF :\IOrXDS

Description of Mound

35

Sherds Found on Mound

143 Tell Hamdah or Tell VII
al-Hamidah? (Tell
Hamdah [or al
I;Iamiqah?] al-I)aicah)

144 Bakhshin VII

145 TuluP VII

146 Tell Mulla Ta°h[o VII

147 Tell al-Salam VII
(Tell Islam")

148 Tell Kafr Innah? VII

149 <Ainal-Funaidiq VII

150 Tell Aslr VII

151 Necartepe VIII

152 Ayranci Sark! VIII
(Kli(,'iik Ayranci)

Fairly large and high, with village of same name
on and about its slopes, Xahr al-Fuwar and the
stream from Harim join near by; arable land
plentiful

Fairly large. A stream from the mountains passes
just to south; arable land plentiful. Some vil
lage houses are on the slopes of the mound

Fairly large and high, with a village on it to which
roads have been cut. Various pits han been
dug in the mound, Water from the Orontes
near by; arable land plentiful

Fairly large, with rather steep sides and with a
low terrace stretching out to the south on which
most of the Judaidah XI sherds were found.
Water available from the Orontes; arable land
plentiful

Medium-sized. A spring rises near by; arable
land plentiful

Fairly large, with part of a village about it. A
mountain stream flows near by; arable land
plentiful to the north

Fairly small. A spring comes out of the foothills
of Jabal al-Aqrac near by; arable land plentiful
to the north

Fairly large. There is water from a stream from
Jabal al-Aqra: arable land plentiful

Medium-sized, but rather low. Xear ancient
course of the <Afrin: arable land plentiful

Fairly small, but high, with a village about base.
No immediate surface-water supply; arable land
plentiful

Medieval-Arab
II-III
nI
Possibly XIII

Xledieval-Arab
II-III
IV
X

II-III
IV
vr
VIII or IX

MedievalArab
II-III
IV
Possibly Y
XI
XII

VII
X
XI

IV
Possibly V
Probably VII
XI

1\'
Possibly V

Medieval-Ara b
III
Possibly V
nI
XI

:\[(,c\ieval-Arab
II
Possibly VI

IV
V
Possibly VI

153 Tell JIjI (Tell Ballutah) VIII Fairly large; high and steep except on southwest, 1\'
where there is a long talus. 'Vater available V
from the Afrin ; arable land plentiful VII

X

154 Tabarat al-Harnliyyah VIII Small, but fairly high. 'Yater available from the Vledieval-Arab
<Afrhi ; arable land plentiful IV

v
Possibly X
Possibly XII
Possibly XIII

1 Probably this name was originally given to the village because of its proximity to this mound and to Xo. 146 and
has now been taken over by the mourul, hence t lu- plural form.
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36 MOUNDS IN THE PLAIN OF ANTIOCH

Mound
Xumber Nume of Mound I1Iap

Number Description of Mound Sherds Found on Mound

155 Tabarat al-Diiwiyyah

156 Tell Mastepe

157 Ayranci (Ayranei
Garbi, Buyuk
Ayranci, Hasan
bellu)

158 Yazl Huyuk
(Tell Acarkoy)

159 Zoba Hiiytik

160 Unnamed

VIII

VIII

VIII

VIII

VIII

VIII

Small, but rather high. Water available from the
<Afrln; arable land plentiful across the <Afrln

Medium-sized and fairly high, with a village about
it. Water available from the <Afrln; arable land
plentiful

Low; most of village of same name is built on it.
Fairly small, but has probably been spread
about considerably as a result of the village
occupation. Water available from the <Afrm;
arable land plentiful

Small and fairly low. No immediate surface-water
supply; arable land plentiful

Fairly small and low. Water available from the
<Afrin; arable land plentiful

Low and characterless, with some new reed huts
the inhabitants of which have no name for
either the mound or their village. Water avail
able from the <Afrin; arable land plentiful

V
VI
X

Medieval-Arab
II-III
XI
Possibly XII

Medieval-Arab
Probably II-III

II-III
IV
V
Probably VII
Possibly XIII

III

II-III

161 Tell Qukhiir? VIII
(Tell Hurriyet)

162 Daglagan VIII

163 Tell Musharrafah (or VIII
Mushrafiyyah?)

164 Tell Davutpasa VIII

Fairly small and low. No immediate supply of
surface water; arable land plentiful

Medium-sized. No immediate supply of surface
water, although the <Afrin is not far away;
arable land plentiful

Medium-sized, but lowish. There is a surfaced
basalt block on top of the mound. Water avail
able from the <Afrin: arable land plentiful

Large, high, and steep. No exposed architecture,
but pieces of burnt brick and lime mortar (mod
ern?) were noticed. Water available from the
<Afrm; arable land plentiful

Medieval-Arab
II-III

Medieval-Arab
II-III
VII

II-III
Possibly VI

Medieval-Arab
IV
V
VII
XI
XII
XIV

165 Tell GhiizI I.IiijjI
Mursal

166 Putoglu

YIII

VIII

Medium-sized; surrounded in part by a depres
sion. A cut has been made in the north side.
No immediate surface-water supply; arable
land plentiful

Medium-sized, not high. No immediate surface
water supply except in irrigation ditches; arable
land plentiful

I
II-III
XI

Medieval-Arab
III
VII
XI
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LIST OF :YI0UXDS 37

174 Tell cAbdal VIII

175 Tell Karkiir VIII

172 Tell Qirmidah VIII

171 Khirbat al-Tahunah VIII

Found by excavation:
Xledieval-Arab
r-vnr
X?
XI
xrvr

X
XIII (particularly the

"provincial" Tell
al-Halaf wares)

xr,
I
III
IY
X
XI
Possibly XI\'

Coarse red-cored
wares, probably re
cent Arab

II-III

l\Ieclip\'al-Arall
II-III
Possibly Y
Possibly XIII

XI
XIY

Sherds Found on Mound

~outhernmound:
I
II

K orthern mound:
\'II
Possibly XI
XIII

VII
XI

IY
YII

Xlcdieval-Arab
II-III

I-XIY found by ex
cavation

Medieval-Arab
II-III

Large and low. If actually an ancient site, it is re
markably devoid of potsherds at all times of the
year. Also there is at one place on the top an
extrusion of limestone which would indicate
that much of the mound is natural. X 0 immedi
ate surface-water supply; arable land plentiful

Fairly small and low, much pitted; many roof tiles
on surface. Water available from the Af'rin ;
arable land plentiful

Two mounds bear this name. The southern is a
small, low mound on which a village now
stands; the northern is a medium-sized but low
mound just above an old terrace of the <Afrin.
Water available from the <Afrm; arable land
plentiful

Fairly large, but not steep, with an Armenian vil-
lage around it and a church on top. In the
village is the limestone lid of a Roman sarcopha
gus. Water available from KIZII Irk; arable
land plentiful

Medium-sized, not very high. Water available
from KIZJl Irk; arable land plentiful

Medium-sized, but low; part may be natural.
Part of the village of Rlhaniyyah is built on
this mound. Water available from the KIZII
Irk; arable land plentiful

Xow in process of excavation by the ~yriall Ex
pedition; reports are in preparation

Small, but high, with a few blocks of dressed lime
stone on the top. Water available from a spring
near by; arable land to the north

VIII Small and low. Near ancient course of the <Afrln;
arable land plentiful

VIII Medium-sized, but not high; built on a foothill
like Xo. 168, so that some of its apparent height
may be due to an underlying natural forma
tion. Water available from the .Afrtn; arable
land plentiful

VIII Low and characterless, conforming in profile to a
foothill of the Kurt Dagi on which it is built.
Water available from the <Afrin: arable land
plentiful

N~ger Description of Mound

VIII Now in process of excavation by the Syrian Ex-
pedition; reports are in preparation

173 Tell Sha-Ir <Askar VIII
(Tell Sabl)

176 Tell al-Judaidah \'III
(see Fig. 2)

177 Tell Dhahab (Altm- VIII
tepe) (see Fig. 2)

178 Tabarat Hasanbellu
(Tell Hasanbellu)

170 Tell Ghazi (Tell Ghazi VIII
Mahmud Bey, Tell
Ghazi Tufur Bey,
Tell Ibrahim Ghazi)

169 Tell Qinanah?

168 Karaca Khirbat cAli?

~~~b~r Name of Mound

167 Catal Huytik (see
Fig. 1)
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38 MOUNDS IN THE PLAIN OF ANTIOCH

THE DISTRIBUTION OF MOUNDS IN THE PLAIN
It will now be of some interest to investigate the distribution of the mounds in the plain.

Since it may be taken for granted at the start that the occupation of the population has always
been, as it is now, agricultural, then the most important factor in the distribution -of towns is
the arability of the land surrounding them.' The most fertile land in the -Amuq is north and
especially east and south of the lake. Here the plain joins the valleys of the Kara Su, -Afrtn,
and Orontes, and a glance at Maps X-XXVI will show the relatively great concentration of
mounds in these areas. The soil in these parts of the plain is a fertile riverine clay, deposited in
Tertiary times (see p. 9) when the lake was much bigger and the deltas of the rivers were de
positing their silt in the area in question. Even today, with little attention paid to rotation of
crops, the soil has a remarkably high yield of wheat.

The parts of the plain which have few mounds are its western border from Antioch to
Kirkhan, the northern part of the upper Kara Su valley, and the lake itself. The lack of
mounds in the western part of the plain is perhaps the most difficult to explain, as a certain
amount of arable land is available there and is under cultivation today. However, this land is
in reality the rolling foothills which make up the talus slopes of the KIZll Dag and the Gavur
Daglari, and even where it flattens out near the western border of the lake it is subject to the
action of torrential streams from the mountains and tends to be covered for the most part by
small limestone boulders." Whenever in ancienttimes the valley was not overpopulated, the
inhabitants must certainly have preferred the more level and fertile lands on the other sides
of the lake. This same talus with its accompaniment of winter torrents extends up the western
side of the Kara Su valley, and just beyond Kargahk Huyuk (No.1) the entire valley floor
becomes lece, a kind of basaltic bad land where cultivation is impossible (cf. p. 11). With re
gard to the area now covered by the present lake (not including the swamp, where there are a
number of mounds), the fact that no mounds appear above the surface of the water or seem
to have been encountered in the soundings made by the Travaux du Cadastre would sub
stantiate the theory that the area now covered by the lake was swamp in ancient times (see pp.
9f.). Since the lake is never more than 3 meters in depth, a mound of any size at all, if it were
there, would appear today as an island, as do some mounds in the northern part of the present
swamp (Tell Matta [No. 28], al-KanIsah [No. 29], etc.).

Another feature which seems to have affected the choice of a town site in ancient times was
the availability of surface water. In every case where there is a fine clear spring, one may find
a large mound near by, as close in fact as the topography allows. Some of the most promising
mounds recorded by the survey are examples of this: Akpmar (No. 52), Tell Jindaris (No. 58),
Tell Turundah (No. 60), Tell -Ain Darah (No. 62), and the excavated Tell al-Judaidah (No.
176). However, while a good spring would seem to have been an important factor in the choice
of a site, it was by no means entirely necessary; for example, Tell Hasanusagi (No. 99) and
the excavated Tell Ta-yinat (No. 126) have no immediate supply of surface water, yet both

1 The writer somewhat questions the validity of Woolley's idea (see p. 9) that the reason why mounds do not appear
in the mountains is that the mountains were wooded in ancient times. It seems much more reasonable to suppose that
the villages would have been built in the plain rather than in the mountains, since it was in the plain that the major
efforts of the population must have been centered.

2 In the southwestern part of the plain, in the foothills east of Antioch. along the present Antioch-Aleppo road for at
least five miles beyond the outskirts of modern Antioch, one may see evidences of suburban occupation of Hellenistic
Roman date. The remains are not true mounds, however, and hardly fall within the scope of this investigation. As to
possible location of Antigoneia at Tell Shaikh Hasan, near the confluence of the lower Kara Su and the Orontes (cf.
Dussaud, Topographie historique, p. 426), the writer has gone over all of this area very thoroughly and is convinced that
it contains no cultural debris. Tell Shaikh Hasan itelf is natural and cannot have been the site of Antigoneia.
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THE DISTRIB"CTIOX OF ~IO"CXDS IX THE PLAIX 39

are large and promising. The reader must bear in mind that ground water appears very close
under the surface of the plain, and that most of the present-day villages make use of wells. But
we have encountered only one well (dug in the Xluslim period) on the mounds in our conces
sion; and this was on Catal Huyuk (J\o. 167), which is right on the banks of the Xahr al
<Afrin. Hence the availability of surface water does not seem to have been as decisive a factor
in the problem of distribution as was arability of land.

/TO /fAZAZi/
AND CARf;IIEMISIl

-.....,
' .....

TO CHALCtS'-.. "'.,TO ALEPPO

TIMES

MAP IX.-ANCIENT ROADS SERVING THE PLAI:-< OF ANTIOCH. SC.\LE, 1: 600,000

It might be expected that the sites of at least some of the more important towns would have
been chosen with reference to topographic features which would make fortification easy and
effective. This does not, however, seem to be the case. For the mounds near the foothills
which border the plain, many opportunities seem to have been overlooked or intentionally re
jected, as there are numerous rocky hills or projections which would have served as founda
tions for citadels but were never used. There are possible exceptions to this, but they are so
few that it seems hardly reasonable to postulate intent to fortify a hill on the part of the
original inhabitants. The most important of these exceptions are the two Tell Damalkas
(Nos. 79 and 81) and Tell :::;illaur (No. 71); the last is protected on the north h~' a limestone
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40 ~IOUKDS IN THE PLAIN OF ANTIOCH

bluff which rises sheer above the <Afrinto a height of about 10 meters. On the whole, however,
we can say that the ancient inhabitants of the -Amuq chose their town sites without reference
to defensible terrain, fortifying their towns rather by means of sun-dried brick or perhaps stone
walls. ~ome of the smaller mounds probably never were fortified.

Another factor which probably affected the distribution of the mounds was the course of the
ancient roads (Map IX). No trace of these roads is left today, except for sections of the Roman
road from Antioch to Chalcis' (southwest of Aleppo) which appear near Tell Keles (No. 124)
in the plain and again about 20 kilometers nearer Aleppo (not on our maps), where the road
is preserved for about a kilometer." On the other hand, the probable courses of the more im-

FIG. 8.-BAILAN PASS

portant ancient routes through the valley can be determined with some degree of accuracy
from Medieval-Arab times back through the "Syro-Hittite" period by checking against the
topography the itineraries of ancient travelers and warriors who mention geographical and
political features that are known or approximately known. It is probable that the more
important ancient routes were always more or less the same and that they did not vary much
from the modern roads. The plain's topographic possibilities of entrance and exit are re
stricted and must in the past have determined the courses of the roads as they do today.

1 On this site see Paul Monceaux and Leonce Brosse, "Chalcis ad Belum," Syria VI (1925) 339-50.

2 See A. Poidebard in Syria X (1929) 22-29 on this road. He is probably somewhat optimistic in asserting that the
course of the road can be followed to Jisr al-Hadid from "Tell Sha'1r" (correct to Tell Kele~?) by sighting from the top of
that mound over other mounds which lie along the road. Actually so many mounds are visible from the top of Tell
Keles that they furnish no clue to the course of the ancient road.
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There must have been a road over the Bailan Pass (Fig. 8) from earliest times, as there
is a good natural harbor at Alexandretta. From Alexandretta there is also an easy overland
journey to Cilicia. The ancient road over the Bailan Pass, after it reached the plain of the
<Amuq, will have turned northeastward and run through what is now Kirkhan and soon after
ward have divided, exactly as does the modern road. One branch will haw continued north
ward up the Kara Su valley to the ancient states of Sam-al' and Gurgum,? while the other will
have run eastward along the foothills of the Kurt Dagi to the -Afrln valley and thence along the
river to the point where the modern road crosses the bridge at Afrinhan (Fig. 9). Once across
the <Afrln, there is an easy pass to the plain, northeast of Aleppo, where lay the "Syro-Hit tite"
towns of lj:azazu (now cAzaz) and Arpad (now Tell Arfad) and the main road to northern
Mesopotamiavia Carchemish. 3 A somewhat less important branch of this road may have broken
off near the modern town of al-Hammam and run southeastward, crossing the <Afrln near

FIG. g.-THE BRIDGE AT AFRiNHAN, WITH VIEW EASTWARD

Tell Davutpasa (No. 164) and continuing through the foothills of the Jabal Simcan to reach
Halman (Aleppo) via the modern towns of Dana and Turmanin. The last major road must
have been one coming from Hamath (now Hamah) and the Phoenician coastal cities via the
valley of the Orontes. It would have entered the plain near Jisr al-Hadld, then run more or less
directly northeast, crossing the -Afrin somewhere near Catal Huyuk (Xo. 167) and joining
the main <Afrin valley road soon afterward, perhaps also near al-Hammam.

Undoubtedly there were other, less important roads and crosscuts, but over the main routes
sketched above must haw passed most of the ancient traffic through the plain. The route
taken by the Roman road from Antioch to Chalcis and its extension to al-Suwaidiyvah seems

1 To this belonged the sites now known as Zincirli (where the capital, likewise called Sarnal, was located) and Sakr;a
gozti. It is interesting to note that there are exact parallels be.ween Garstang's "Xcolithic" of :)'lk9agozti and certain
Judaidah XIV wares, while a group of wares belonging to the later part of Judaidah XI appeared at Zincirli. It would
seem safe to say that a route down the Kara Su valley into the plain of the -Arnuq was already in use in the fourth mil
lennium B.C.

, Whose capital was at Marqasi, now Maras.

3 The early use of this road is attested by the appearance of Tell al-Halaf wares just below Judaidah XIII and cf CN

tain wares which correspond to Nineveh I in Judaidah XIV.
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42 ~IOUNn~ IN THE PLAIN OF ANTIOCH

not to have been important until classical times.' It is interesting to note that the greatest
concentration of mounds lies in the vicinity of the main Orontes-vAfrln valley road in a line
running northeast from Jisr al-Hadld to Afrinhan. While it is true that this route runs through
the most fertile part of the plain, there can be little doubt that cities lying along it would have
received benefit from its traffic. This Orontes-rAfrin valley road (especially if one includes the
branch to the sea via Kirkhan and Bailan) was by far the most important route through the
valley, certainly the one most frequently mentioned in the ancient records," and many of the
small mounds along its course must have been built where they were purposely, long after its
establishment.

Before discussing the distribution of mounds with reference to the various periods of Tell
al-Judaidah, the reader is again reminded that such a survey as that here recorded must
necessarily give incomplete information. Maps X-XXVI, showing the visible distribution of
each successive culture, are based on the sherds of each period appearing on the mounds sur
veyed. But it is obvious that many of the mounds may contain occupations of periods for
which we found no sherds. The steepness of the slope of a mound, the presence of open cuts or
gullies, the amount of grass growing on the surface, are among the factors which determine
whether many sherds may be found on the mound or not. Therefore each distribution map is
to be interpreted as showing not the complete number of towns in use during a given period
but only those indicated by the sherds which happened to be found on the survey. As one
might expect, the older the period, the fewer the mounds whose exposed sherds betray it; but
this must be qualified, in that Judaidah X and XI wares appear on numerous sites, widely
distributed. In those particular periods the plain must have been very thickly populated.

On Maps X-XXVI mounds which yielded enough sherds of a period to assure its having
been present are indicated by solid black circles. Those where the period "probably" or
"possibly" existed (see p. 20, n. 1) are shown with open circles. On Map XXVI the "Chalco
lithic" cave excavated by O'Brien near Tell al-Judaidah (see p. 7, n. 18) is added.

1 Woolley in Antiquaries Journal XVII 2 supposes that the road from al-Suwaidiyyah into the plain was important in
preclassical times. While there is no topographical difficulty, this remains to be proved, for as yet no pre-Greek remains
have been found west of Antioch (in fact, west of Tell Damalka al-Shamall [No. 79]).

2 This must have been the route taken already by Sargon of Akkad to the "Cedar Forest" (Amanus) ; cf. 1. J. Gelb,
Inscriptions from Alishar and Vicinity ("Oriental Institute Publications" XXVII [1935]) p. 4. It was also the regular
route of the Assyrian armies in the 9th century B.C. and thereafter; see D. D. Luckenhill, Ancient Records of AS6yria and
Babylonia I (Chicago, 1926) §§ 476-78 (Ashurnasirpal), 585 (Shalmaneser III), and passim.
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MAP X.---DrSTRIBUTION OF TELL GHAZI RED \YARE

The Tell Ghazi (No. 170) red ware is made with a brick-red clay, tempered with little round
black pebbles, some limestone fragments, and possibly some straw (presumably accidental).
It is quite brittle. The surface is wet-smoothed or covered with a thin wash which has a
sort of luster, giving the ware a semivarnished appearance. The type represented by most of
the sherds is a water jar with ring base, simple rolled rim, and a loop handle of oval section
and with finger flutes down the outer surface. Except for the brittle quality, the ware com
pares almost perfectly with red ware currently made in the village of Ermenaz, in the Jabal
al-rAla. Therefore the Tell Ghazi red ware may be taken, for the time being, as recent.
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MAP XI.~DISTRIBUTroNOF KARA Su RED WARE

The clay of the Kara Su red ware is an orange- to brick-red, brittle, and tempered with
limestone and some rather coarse and varicolored river sand. The surface is wet-smoothed
or at the most has a light slip of the same clay as the body. Not very many sherds found were
indicative of form; there were, however, loop handles of flat ovoid ("strap") section and
squared rims with bold out-turned sections. While the clay is the same as that of the Tell
Ghazi red ware and the modern Ermenaz red ware, the temper and the forms (as far as known)
are different. This same red clay, which is ubiquitous in the limestone uplands just south
of the plain, appeared once in a pottery series on Tell al-Judaidah in the upper levels of Period
XI. Since the ware found there, however, had very characteristic forms and was usually
burnished, it cannot be equated to the Kara Su ware. Hence the latter is for the present
listed, with reservations, as recent. The reason for the name "Kara Su ware" will be obvious
from Map XI, as this ware appeared in the upper Kara Su valley only, with the possible excep
tion of Tell (Ala) al-Din al-Qibil (No. 83).
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MAP XlI.-DISTRlBUTlON OF MEDIEVAL-ARAB \YARES

The Medieval-Arab period is represented by all the post-Early Christian glazed wares,
the "Arab geometric" wares, etc., up to about 1800. It is treated as one long and continuous
occupation, as the writer does not feel himself competent to deal with these wares in detail.
The plain must have been heavily settled during these times with the exception of the upper
valley of the <Afrin.
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M AP X III.-D IS T RIBUT ION OF JUDAIDAH I ·W ARE S

T o Period I belong numerous Early Christian ruins in the uplands south and east of the
plain . There were evid ently not many towns in the va lley , as the evidences of occupation
are few; the mounds are centered along the eastern edge of the lake and in the swamp. Other
rem ains of this period occur in the <Afrin valley near th e villages of Rihani yy ah and Tell
i;lillaur. In all probability the landowners lived in the great to wns up on the hills or in Ant ioch ,
while the peasant popul ati on lived in reed huts in only semipermanent villages mu ch as the
fellahin do to day. This would account for the sporadic occupation of mounds in what must
have been a great period.
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MAP XIV.~DISTRIBUTroNOF JUDAlDAH II-III WARES

Periods II-III, late Hellenic to Roman, are combined, as it seems reasonable to believe that
the sites concerned were continuously occupied throughout the two periods. The red "glazed"
Antiochian wares lived on from Hellenistic to Roman times. The Greco-Roman aspects of
the culture must have moved into the plain from Antioch and the mouth of the Orontes.
Even in the late Hellenic period they can be seen in much purer form at al-Minah, Woolley's
site near al-Suwaidiyyah. There was a heavy occupation in the plain and up the river valleys.
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MAP XV.-DISTRIBUTION OF JUDAIDAH IV \VARES

During Period IV, "Syro-Hittite" times, the plain was quite thickly inhabited, especially
east and south of the lake and up the <Afrinvalley. None of the characteristic wares was found
up the Kara Su valley. If we grant that the culture was not indigenous, it would seem from
the number of mounds found in the <Afrinvalley that the peoples who brought it moved into
the plain via the <Afrin.
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M AP XVI.- D IS T RIBU TION OF J UDAlD AH V " ' ARE S

There seems to have been a fairly heavy occupation of the plain by th e Period V people.
The culture seems evenly distributed over the area, except west of the lake, and is especially
well represented up the <Afrl n valley.
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M AP X VII.-DISTRlB UT ION OF JUD AIDAH V I WARES

During Period VI the occupation was evid ently not very heavy, and none at all appears
west of the lake or the Orontes. The certain sit es up the <Afrln valley are, in fact, more
numerous in proportion to the area concerned th an those in the plain.
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MAP XYIII.-DI";TRIBUTION OF JUDAIDAH YII WARE";

Period VII was evidently one of the most flourishing in the history of the plain. Its traces
are evenly distributed over the whole plain and up the river valleys, although its extension
up the Kara Su is questionable. It is especially prevalent in that part of the plain between the
Orontes and the -Afrin.
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MAP XIX.-DISTRIBUTION OF JUDAlDAH VIn VVARES

The sherd collections show Period VIII to be one of very light occupation. The charac
teristic ware of this period at Tell al-Judaidah was probably imported, however, and may
not have been in use at many sites; hence the map may underrate the actual occupation of the
plain in this period.
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MAP XX.-DrSTRIBUTlON OF JUDAIDAH IX WARES

Since the most characteristic Judaidah ware of Period IX also is in all probability an import,
the map may minimize the extent of occupation during Period IX. It will be noticed in the
Judaidah chronology (see p. 6) that the simple wares of Periods VI-X probably all belong to
one series. Hence many of the simple wares found in the survey and classified as of Period VII
may really have been made earlier, i.e., in Period VIII or IX.
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M AP XXI.-DrsTRIBUTION OF J UDAIDAH X 'vV ARES

Period X seems to show quite a fair number of sites, especially about the present lake
and swamp and along th e river valleys. If anything, there is a concentration of mounds up
th e <Afrln valley, which may suggest that the culture entered the plain from this direction.
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MAP XXI I.-DISTRIBUTION OF JUDAIDAH XI \"ARES

Occupation during Period XI must have been quite heavy, especially in a line down the
<Afrin valley to Catal Huyuk and thence across the plain to Jisr al-Hadid, following the
line of the <Afrin-Orontes route (see p. 42). There are reasons for believing that the character
istic pottery came from the north; if this is true, it probably entered the plain by the <Afrin
valley.
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MAP XXIII.-DISTRIBUTION OF JUDAIDAH XII WARES

Period XII was evidently a period of considerably lighter occupation than XI. Most of the
sites are along the <Afrin.
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MAP XXIV.~DISTRIBUTIONOF JUDAIDAH XIII WARES

The occupation of the plain during Period XIII seems to have been fairly heavy and the
distribution general, though sites assigned to this period are largely questionable, since one
of its most characteristic wares may be easily confused with the coarser examples of a Period IV
ware.
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MAP XXV.-DISTRIBUTION OF "PROVINCIAL" TELL AL-I:IALAF WARES

The mounds on which the "provincial" Tell al-Halaf wares appear follow the course of the
<Afrin valley, along which route the culture probably entered the plain.
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MAP XXVI.-DISTRIBUTION OF JUDAIDAH XIV WARES

In view of the fact that the wares of Period XIV are probably the oldest in the <Amuq,
the number of sites on which they appeared would indicate that the culture may well have
been a flourishing one. Since it seems to have centered more or less about the valley of the
<Afrin, it probably came into the plain by this route.
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60 ~IOFL\DS 11\ THE PLAIN OF ANTIOCH

CONCLUSIOX
It has been the author's intent in this book to give to the archeologist and the historical

topographer a basis for further investigation in the plain of the <Amuq. With this survey in
hand it is hoped that the archeologist contemplating excavation in this part of North Syria
may choose his site more intelligently than has heretofore been possible. For the historical
topographer the names and positions of all the mounds in the plain are now fixed, and some
at least of the historical periods during which they were occupied are indicated. In the execu
tion of this survey the author had little precedent to follow, but he feels confident that the
value of such an investigation will be self-evident.
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INDEX A~D DISCrSSIOX OF GEOGRAPHIC X.\.:\IES

The geographic names of North Syria are chiefly Arabic and Turkish, much intermingled,
with occasional elements of Armenian, Greek, Kurdish, Persian, or Syriac origin. The forms
of the names elicited in the field by the members of the Syrian Expedition have been com
pared, wherever possible, with those given on the maps listed on page 2, note 1. For Arabic,
Professor A. Socin's "Liste arabischer Ortsappellativa" in the Zeitschrift des Deuischen Palae
stina-Vereins XXII (1899) 18-60 was also consulted.

Spellings used in this volume follow as far as possible (1) for the Arabic an exact trans
literation system based on the proposals made by A. A. Brux, "Arabic-English transliteration
for library purposes," American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures XLYII, Xo. 1
(Oct., 1930) Pt. 2; (2) for the Persian a system of transliteration prepared by Dr. Brux and
now being tried out in the work of the Oriental Institute; and (3) for the Turkish the current
official Turkish usage (in which Turkish c = English i, r;= ch, § = sh, and ~ = the indefinite
vowel). The Turkish title bey is given as beg whenever local usage indicates the latter pro
nunciation.

Arabic-Turkish hybrid forms are usually given in Turkish spelling, for example Xlahmutlive
(No. 61); when defined by an Arabic adjective, the adjective is transliterated as an Arabic
word while the Turkish noun is given in Turkish spelling, as in Hodak <Atiqah (No. 122).
The words khartib, khirbah, tabtirah, and tell are throughout taken as Arabic. While tobiirah.
does not appear as an element of a name on any of the maps consulted, there is no doubt about
its being used locally in the sense of "small mound" in distinction from tell or hiiyiik, designa
tions which are usually given to larger mounds (cf. Nos. 141-42). The word appears to be the
nomen unitatis of Arabic tabiir, "ruin" or "destruction," and would therefore mean literally
"an individual ruin or ruin mound."

Unidentifiable names or name elements are reproduced as heard by members of the Expedi
tion or as found on recent French maps. Question marks used in such cases refer only to
forms of names or to their derivations or meanings, not to their applicability to the sites
concerned.

When it is fairly certain that the name of a mound is taken from the name of a village
situated on or near it, this fact has been taken into account in stating the meaning of the
name, the village name being abbreviated in such cases to its first letter; in all other cases
the names are interpreted as independent names. To names of sites outside of Syria the name
of the country is added.

The following abbreviations are used in this Index:

A.=Arabic G.=Greek K.=Kurdish P. = Persian T.=Turkish

cadastral key key sheet (about 1: 100,000) of the village maps (1: 5000) by the Travaux
du Cadastre

drainage key key sheet (1:40,000) of the Plaine de l'Amouk maps (1:10,000) by the
Travaux du Cadastre

Dussaud maps in R. Dussaud, Topographie historique de la Syrie antique et medieuale
(Paris, 1927)

E. M. Turkish "Etat Major" map (1: 200,000)

Levant,I:50,000 Service Geographique de l'Armec, [Carle generale dll] LeNIIlI-l:50,OOGe

loco pron. locally pronounced
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62 ~IoeXDS IN THE PLAIN OF ANTIOCH

cAbdal, Tell (Ko. 174; A.: "servant's [?; said to mean
'gypsy's'] mound"), 37

Abu Sha'Ir, Tell (No. 26; A.: "mound of the father
[i.e., possessor] of barley"), called also Tell al
:\IurIdII, 22

Acarkoy (Xo. 12; ? and T.: "new village"), called also
Halil Aga (and Beg) Huyuk, 21

Acarkoy, Tell (No. 158), see Yazl Huyuk
Adana (now Seyhan), Turkey, 2
<Afrln, Nahr al-, 8-11, 23-24, 26-27, 29-30, 35-42, 45

46,48-51, 54-56, 59
Afrinhan (T.: "<Afrin inn"), 9, 11,41-42
Agrab, Tell (No. 70; agrab for A. -oqrob, "scorpion"?),

see Zalaqah, Tabarat
Ai .... , see also Ay....
<Ain al-Baida> (No. 52; A.: "the white spring"), see

Akpmar
<Ainal-Funaidiq (No. 149; A.: "spring of the little inn"),

35
<Ainal-Samak (No. 10; A.: "the fish spring"), see Bag

lama
<AinDarah, Tell (No. 62; A.: "mound of cA. ['courtyard

spring']," called also Endar [KM.] and <Andariyyah
[cf. DussaudJ), 26, 38

Ak Deniz (T.: "white sea"), see Antioch, Lake of
Akkoy (No. 43; T.: "white village"), 23
Akkoy, Tabarat (No. 39; A. and T.: "small mound of

A."),23
Akkuyu (No. 42; T.: "white well"), called also Cengel

oglu after neighboring village, 11, 23
Akpmar (No. 52; T.: "white spring"), called also <Ain

al-Baida> and mound name shortened to Tell Baida>
(cf. Levant, 1:50,000),24,38 .

Akrad, Tell (No. 137; A.: "Kurds' mound"), 34
cAla), Jabal al- (A.: "the mountain of height [or 'dig

nity'?]"), 8-9, 43
cAla) aI-DIn al-QiblI, Tell (No. 83; A.: "the southern

mound of [the village of] <A."), 29, 44
cAla)aI-DIn al-Shamali, Tell (No. 82; A.: "the northern

mound of [the village of] <A."), 28
Aleppo (Halab, Assyrian Halman), 2, 9,38,40-41
Alexandretta (Iskandarun), 2, 8, 41
Algana, Tabarat- (No. 130; A.: "small mound of [the

village of] A. [said to be al-calqiinah and to mean 'the
burnt (place)']"), 34

Algana, Tell (Xo. 131; A.: "mound of [the village of]
A."),34

cAli Beg, Tell (No. 20; A. and T.: "mound belonging to
cAli Beg"), 22

Altmtepe (Xo. 177; T.: "gold mound"), see Dhahab,
Tell

Amanus Mountains (Gavur Daglan), 8-9, 38, 42
Amar el Djedid (Nos. 100 and 101), see <Imar al

Jadrd ....
<Amuq, al- (A. [normal form, camq]: "the lowland"; the

Plain of Antioch), passim
Anabh, Tell (No. 21; A. and T.: "vineyard[?] mound"),

see Torun Anabh, Tell
<Anbar (pron. -ambarv, Tell (No. 77; A.: "storehouse

mound"),28
-Anbar, Tell (No. 120), see Mlrmlran-i-s.Arab, Tell

<Andariyyah or Andariyyah (No. 61; contraction of
A. <ain. diir+-iyyah, "place of the courtyard spring"
[?], or simply A. andariyyah, "threshing-floor site"?),
see Mahmutliye, Tell

-Andariyyah, see also -Ain Darah
Antigoneia, 38
Antioch (Antakiyah), 2-3, 6, 8-9, 33, 38, 40-42, 46-47
Antioch, Lake of (Ak Deniz, locally called al-Bahr),

8-10, 48-50, 54
Antioch, Plain of (al-sAmuq), passim
Aqra-, Jabal al- (A.: "bald mountain"), 8-9, 35
<Arab, Tell (No. 78; A.: "Arab's mound"), 28
<Arab Ahmad, Tabarat (No. 45; A.: "small mound of

the Arab Ahmad"), called also Killiktepe, 23
<Arab Mirmlran, Tell (No. 120; A. and P.-T.: "mound

of [the village of] cA. ['Arab commander']"), see
Mlrmlran-i-tArab, Tell

Arabs, 9, 11
Arfad (spelled also Refat and Rifat), Tell (anc. Arpad),

41
Armenians, 9
Arpad (now Tell Arfad), 41
Arpah (No.8; T.: "place of barley"), 20
cA!?I, Nahr al- (A.: "the obstreperous or rebellious

river"), see Orontes River
Asir, Tell (No. 150; A.: "prisoner's mound"), 35
Aslan, Tell (No. 65; A. and T.: "lion mound"), called

also Geri Aslan and Tell Bassouta (Levant,
1:50,000),27

Assyrian armies, 42
Aswad, Nahr al- (A.: "the black river"), see Kara Su
<Atshanah, Tell (No. 136; A.: "mound of [the village

of] cA. ['thirsty']"), 34
Ayranci (No. 157; T.: "maker or seller of curdled milk

mixed with water"), called also Ayranci Garbi,
Buyuk Ayranci, and Hasanbellu (or -palo), 36

Ayranci Garbi (No. 157; T.: "western A."), seeAyraner
Ayranci ~arki (No. 152; T.: "eastern A."), called also

Kucuk Ayranci, 35
cAzaz (anc. Hazazu), 41

Bab LIt (for Lait?l, Tell (No. 59; A.: "mound of [the
village of] B. ['gate of hindrance'?]"), 26

Baglama (No. 10; T.: "binding"), called also <Ain al
Samak,21

BahlIlah, Tell (No. 133; A.: "mound of [the village of]
B. ['foolishness or stupidity'?]"), 34

Bahr, al- (A.: "the sea"), see Antioch, Lake of
Baida>, Tell (No. 52; A.; bairJii? shortened from cain

al-baido», "white spring"), see Akpmar
Bailan Pass, 21, 41-42
Bakhshin (No. 144; P.-T. bakhsh, "gift," construed as

A. pl. ?), 35
Baldiran (No. 35; T.: "hemlock"), see Bokluca
Ballutah, Tell (No. 153; A., perhaps for Tell Dair

Ballutah, "mound of [i.e., near] D. ['oak monas
tery']"), see JijI, Tell

Bassouta, Tell (No. 65; perhaps A. busuiah, "open,
generous one"?), see Aslan, Tell

Bastepe (No. 102; T.: "head mound"), 30
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INDEX AKD DISCUSSION OF GEOGRAPHIC XX~IES 63

Baytarh (T.: "the veterinary's place"), 11
Baytarh, Tabarat (No. 37; A. and T.: "small mound of

B."), called also Havuztepe, 23
Baytarh, Tell (No. 40; A. and T.: "mound of B."), see

Toprakh
Bdembo, see Mudanbo
Beractar, Tell (No. 53; for A. biJr aqdar, "mound of a

powerful well or spring"?), see Marwanah, Tell
Billah, Tell (A.: "mound of wealth [lit., 'moisture']"),

Iraq, 6
Biqa-, al- (A.: "the plain in hilly country"), see Coele

syria
Bogazkoy (T.: "gorge village"), Turkey, 1
Bokluca (No. 35; T.: "bush, thicket"), called also

Baldiran, 23
Boklukaya (No.2; T.: "filthy rock"), called also

Boklukoy, Durmuslu, and Telh Huyuk, 20
Boklukoy (No.2; T.: "filthy village"), see Boklukaya
Bourj Habedabo (No. 68; corruption of A. burj <obdal,

"servant's [?; said to mean 'gypsy's'] castle"?), see
Burj cAbdal

Boz Hiiyiik (No.4; T.: "brown or gray mound"), 20
Boz Hiiyiik (No. 84), see Uzunarab, Tell
Boztepe (No. 89; T.: "brown or gray mound"), 29
Brahimiyyah, Tell (No. 109; A.: "mound of Abraham's

place or estate"), see Ibrahimiyyah, Tell
Biiyiik Avare (No. 116; T.: "big ruin"; avare<P.

avarah, "ruin, desolation"), 31
Biiyiik Avare, Tabarat (No. 115; A. and T.: "small

mound of [the village of] B."), 31
Biiyiik Ayranci (No. 157; T.: "big A."), see Ayranci
Biiyiiktepe (No. 50; T.: "big mound"), 24
Burj <Abdal (No. 68; A.: "servant's [?; said to mean

'gypsy's'] castle"), spelled also Bury and Bourj
Habedabo (Levant, 1: 50,000), named after neigh
boring village, 27

C...., see also J....
Cendires, Tell (No. 58; T. spelling), see Jindaris, Tell
Ch...., see also Q.... (following C)
Chalcis ad Belum (QinnasrIn), 40-41
Cilicia, 41
Cinciktepesi (No. 38; T.: "mound of the little [inni"),

23
Circassians, 9
Coelesyria (al-Biqac), 8

Cakaltepe (No. 113; T.: "jackal mound"), called also
Tell Habish(?), 31

Qalakkoyii, Tell (No. 29; A. and T.; t;aldk<P. ch/iliik,
"ingenious, clever-handed, highwayman," hence
"mound of the highwayman's village"?), seeKanIsah,
al-

Csmurliye, Tell (No. 73; A. and T.: "mound of [the
village of] Q. ['muddiness' (T. camurlu. 'muddy,'+A.
-iyyah)]"), called also Tell Camurlu and Tell Jabur,
28

Catal Hiiyiik (No. 167; T.: "fork mound"), 4,11,24,
37,39, 41, 55

Cataltepe (No. 13; T.: "fork mound"), 21
Cataltepe (No. 16), called also Umm al-Assum, 21

Cengeloglu (Xo. 42; T.: "son of a hook"), see Akkuyu
Ciloglan (Xo. 23; T.: "freckled boy"), 22
Colaktepe (No. 22; T.: "one-armed [man's?] mound"),

called also Tell Kilise, 22
Qolaktepe (No. 112),31

Daglagan (Xo. 162; for T. daglakhan, "mountainous
country inn"?), 36

Damalka al-QiblI, Tell (No. 81; A. and Syriac[?]: "the
southern mound of [the village of] D. ['the king's'?]"),
D. spelled also Dimalka (Levant, 1 :50,000),28,39

Damalka al-Shamali, Tell (Xo. 79; A. and Syriac[?] : "the
northern mound of [the village of] D."), 28, 39, 42

Damascus (al-Sham-c al-Sha-rn), 2
Dana (P.: "the wise or learned one"?), 41
Dana Huyiik (Ko. 9; T.: "calf mound"), 21
Davutpasa, Tell (No. 164; A. and T.: "mound of David

Pasha"), 36, 41
Dawiyyah, Tabarat al- (No, 155; A.: "the small mound

of the desert"), 36
Deve Hiiyiik (T.: "camel mound"), Turkey, 6
Dhahab, Tell (Xo. 177; A.: "gold mound"), called also

Altmtepe, 4, 37
Dimalka, Tell (Nos, 79 and 81), see Damalka ....
Dj ...., see C.... and J....
Doshasan (No. 31; T. [word order A.]: "Hasan's ribs

or chest"), called also Tell Kalemlik and Yonikizil
kaya,22

Durmuslu (No. 2; T. adj. as pers. name"), seeBoklukaya
Dutlu Hiiyiik (No. 105), see Tutlu Hiiyiik

Ebilu, Tabarat (No. 98; A. and K. [?]: "small mound of
Ebilu [K. pers, name?]"), 30

Endar, see -Ain Darah
Ermenaz,43-44

FaJr, Tell al- (N'o, 110; A.: "the mouse mound"), 31
Faruq, Tell (No. 69; A.: "mound of a fainthearted one"

or "mound of one distinguishing between truth and
falsehood," al-Faruq bring an epithet of Caliph
<Umar), called also Ten Firaq (cf. Levant, 1: 50,000),
27

Firaq, Tell (Xo. 69; A.: "mound of separation"), see
Faruq, Tell

Firqah, Tell (Xo. 33; A.: "mound of a sect, detach
ment, or party"), 23

Fuwar, Xahr al- (A.: "river of foam"), 32-3.5

Gavur Daglan (T.: "infidel's mountains"), seeAmanus
Mountains

Gavurkoy, Tell (1\0. 36; A. and T.: "mound of G.
['infidel (Christian) village']"), see Krzilkaya, Tell

Gazi, see GhazI
Genderesse, Tell (Xo. 58), see Jindaris, Tell
Geri Aslan (No. 65; T. [word order P.]: "lion mound"

[geri, "mound," <E:. qirik, "hill," or P. girl, "moun
tain," <Sanskrit giri]), see AsIan, Tell

Ghab, al- (A.: "the depressions"), 8
GhazI, Tell (No. 170; A.: "conqueror's mound"), called

also Tell Ibrahim Ghazt, Tell Ghazi Xlnljmud Bey,
and Tell GhazI Tufur Bey (ef. Levant, 1: 50,000),
30-31,37
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GhazI, Tell, red ware, 4, 43-44
GhazI J:IajjI Mursal, Tell (Xo. 165; A.: "mound of the

conqueror J:IajjI Mursal"; near-by village evidently
named after the mound), shortened to Tell J:IajjI
l\Iursal (cf. Levant, 1: 50,000),36

GhazI Mahmud Bey, Tell (No. 170), see Ghazr, Tell
GhazI Tufur Bey, Tell (::;-0.170), see Ghazi, Tell
Ghuzrdniyyah (Xo. 90; A.: "place of abundance [of

water]"?), 29
Gindarus (now Tell Jindaris), 25
Gocoglu (No. 46; T.: "son of migration") or Gokce

oglu(?) after neighboring village, 23
Gokgeoglu? (No, 46; T.: "son of the bluish one"?), see

Gocoglu

Goktepe (Xo, 119; T.: "blue mound"), called also
Kokaz, 32

Gotubuyuk (No. 139; T.: "his rump is big"), 34
Gultepe (No. 56; T.: "rose mound"), 25
Guzcloe (No.5; T.: "rather pretty"), 20
Guzel Huyuk (No. 18; T.: "beautiful mound"), 21
Gurgum (anc. state, now in Turkey), 41

Habish(?), Tell (;'1;0. 113; A.: "snatcher's mound"),
see Cakaltcps

Hacuar (T.: "the pilgrims"), 8
J:IajjI Hasan, Tabarat (No. 44; A.: "the small mound

belonging to J:IajjI J:Iasan"), 23
J:IajjI Mursal, Tell (No. 165; A.: "mound belonging to

J:IajjI Mursal"), see GhazI J:IajjI Mursal, Tell
Hakhor (No. 14; T.<P. khilkkh1itlr, "dirt-eater"?), see

Ihkpmar
Halab, see Aleppo
Halaf, Tell al- (A.: "mound of the oath"), wares and

motifs, 7, 25-26, 29-30, 37, 41, 58
Halil Aga (and Beg) Huyuk (No. 12), see Acarkoy
Hallaq, Tell al- (No. 134; A.: "barber's mound"), 34
lj:alman, see Aleppo
Hamah (anc. Hamath), 6, 41
Hamdah (or al-Hamidah"), Tell (No. 143; A.: "mound

of saltwort [or 'acidity'?]" or "mound of the acid,
salty, or bitter one"?), called also Tell Hamdah (or
al-J:Iamicj.ah?) al-Dai-ah, 35

Hamdah (or al-Hamidahj) al-Daiah [loco pron. qfCah] ,
Tell (No. 143; A.: "mound of the village of J:I.") ,
see Hamdah (or al-Hamidah"), Tell

J:Iamcj.ah al-QiblI, Tell (No. 142; A.: "the southern
mound of J:I."), 34

Hamdah al-Qibliyyah, Tabarat (No. 141; A.: "the
southern small mound of J:I."), 34

Hamliyyah, Tabarat al- (No. 154; A.: "small mound of
pregnancy"?), 35

Hammam, al- (A.: "the warm spring"), 2, 9,11,25,41
Hammam, Tell al- (No. 57; A.: "mound of [the village

of] al-J:I."), 25
Hammam al-Gbarbi, Tell (No. 14; A.: "mound of [the

village of] Western J:I."), see Ihkpmar Huyuk
Hamo, Tell (No. 67; A. and K.[?]: "mound of Hamo
. [K. pers. name = Ahrnadrl) , 27

Hardalh (No. 87; T.: "place where mustard grows"), 29
Harim (A.: "forbidding" or "forbidden"?), 9, 34-35

Hasanbellu (or -palo) (No. 157), see Ayranci
Hasanbellu (or -palo), Tabarat (or Tell) (No. 178; A.,

T., and K.: "small mound [or 'mound'] belonging
to Hasanbellu"), 37

Hasanusagi, Tell (No. 99; A. and T.: "mound of [the
village of] H. ['Hasan's servant']"), called also Yer
kuyu and (wrongly) Tell Kurt Tevekkelli (cf. drain
age key), 30, 38

Hasanusagi al-Dai-ah (loc. pron. q'icah; T. and A.:
"Hasan's servant's village or estate"), 24

Hasanusagi al-Dai-ah (No. 93), mounds named after
neighboring village, together called Uctepe, one of
them Tell Kurt Tevekkelli (cf. Levant, 1 :50,000),29

Hattina, 1
Havuztepe (No. 37; T.: "reservoir mound"), see Bay

tarh, Tabarat
lj:azazu (cAzaz), 41
Horlak <Atiqah (No. 122; A. khurr, "mouth of a mill,"+

T. -lak, signifying place, and A. <aiiqah, "ancient,"
hence "ancient mill site"?), called also Khirbat al
Khurrlaq and Tell Khorlak (Levant, 1: 50,000), 32

Hurriyet, Tabarat (No. 107; A. and T.: "small mound
of [the village of] H. ['freedom']"), 31

Hurriyet, Tell (No. 161; A. and T.: "mound of [the
village of] H."), see Qukhar(?), Tell

Ibrahim GhazI, Tell (No. 170), see Ghazr, Tell
Ibrahimiyyah, Tell (No. 109; A.: "mound of Abraham's

place or estate"), shortened also to Tell Brahimiyyah,
31

Ihkpmar Hiiyuk (No. 14; T.: "mound of [the village of]
1. ['warm spring']"), called also Hakhor and Tell
Hammam al-Gharbi, 21

<Imar al-Jadid al-Gharbi (No. 100; A.: "the new culti
vated land, the western"), named after neighboring
village (called Amar el Djedid on Levant, 1: 50,000;
sim. on drainage key), called also Kiztepe (cf, Le
vant, 1: 50,000), 30

<Imar al-Jadld al-Sharqi (No. 101; A.: "the new culti
vated land, the eastern"), 30

Iskandarun, see Alexandretta
Islam, Tell (No. 147; A.: "mound of submission"), see

Salam, Tell al-

J .... , see also C.... (for Turkish names)
Jabal (A.: "mountain") ...., see . . . ., Jabal
Jabur, Tell (No. 73; jabur a corruption of T. r;amur,

"mud," or for A. jabr, "young man" or "hero"
[perhaps used as a personal name]?), see Camurliye,
Tell

Jalamah (properly Jalhamah), Tell (No. 72; A.:
"mound of [the village of] J. ['steep hillside or
hill']"), 24, 28

JaW, Tabarat (No. 132; A.: "small mound belonging to
JaW ['venerable'J"), 34

Jamdat Nasr (A.: "hill of victory"), Iraq, 7
JIjI, Tell (No. 153; j'ij'i colloquial for T. civciv, "chick

en"), called also Tell Ballutah, 35
Jindaris, Tell (No. 58; A.; Jindaris<G. rLvoapo5), J.

written also Cendires and Genderesse (Levant,
1: 50,000), 24-25, 38

Jisr al-Hadid (A.: "the iron bridge"), 8, 40-42, 55
Jisr Maksur (A.: "broken bridge"), 9
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Judaidah, Tell al- (K o. 176; A.: "mound of the little
new one [village?]"), 4, 8, 10, 37-38

Judaidah, Tell al-, pottery, 4, 6-8, 20, 34-35, 41-42, 44,
52-53

Jurn, Tell (No. 34; A.: "mound of a mortar, stone
basin, or storage pit"), 23

Kafr Innah(?), Tell (No. 148; A.: "mound of K
['village of sighing']"), written also Kefrenne, 35

Kalemlik, Tell (No. 31; A. and 1'.: "office mound"),
see Doshasan

Kanisah, al- (No. 29; A.: "the synagogue, temple, or
church," from Aramaic kenIshtd) , called also Tell
Qalakkoyii (cf. Levant, 1: 50,000), 22, 38

Karaca Khirbat cAlI? (No. 168; T. and A.: "the black
ish ruin belonging to <Ali"), 37

Karacamk, Tell (No. 92; A. and 1'.: "mound of the
black-souled one[?]"), 29

Karadurmuslu, Tell (No. 19; A. and 1'.: "mound of
[the village of] K. ['black .... (1'. adj. durmuslu. as
pers. name?)']"), called also Koyunciye al-Saghirah,
22

Kara Huyuk (No. 95; 1'.: "black mound"), 30
Kara Su (1'.: "black water"), also called Nahr al-Aswad,

8-11,20,22,38,41,48,51
Kara Su red ware, 4, 20, 22, 29, 44
Karatas, Tell (No. 117; A. and 1'.: "black stone

mound"), called also after neighboring village
Qaddahiyyat <Abd al-vAzlz and Safsafa (Levant,
1: 50,000), 31

Karatepe (No. 86; 1'.: "black mound"), 29
Kargahk Huyuk (No.1; 1'.: "ravens' mound"), 20, 38
Karkur (Qarqur according to Hartmann [see p. 2, n. 1];

<Armenian Krikor?) , Tell (No. 175; "Gregory's
mound"?), 37

Kegebey, Tell (No. 75; A. and 1'.: "felt prince's
mound"),28

Kefrenne, Tell (No. 148), see Kafr Innah, Tell
Kelel;l,Tell (No. 124; A. and 1'.: "bald mound"), 32, 40
Khan Bessine (No. 140; spelled as on cadastral key; for

A. khan bassin; "cats' inn"?), 34
Kharab cAlI (No. 106; A.: "cAlI's ruin"), 30
Khirbat al-Khurrlaq (Ko. 122; A. and 1'.: "the mill-

site ruin"), see Horlak <Atlqah
Khirbat al-Tahunah (No. 171; A.: "the miJi ruin"), 37
Khirbat Kerak (A.: "ruin of K."), Transjordania, 7
Khorlak, Tell (No. 122; A. and 1'.: "mill-site mound"),

see Horlak <Atiqah
Kilis, Turkey, 2, 9
Kilise, Tell (No. 22; A. and 1'.; uu»-:c. E/(/(A'IWLa,

"church"), see Qolaktepe
Killik (No. 51; 1'.: "soapweed [Peganl/III harmala]

site"), 24
Killiktepe (No. 45; 1'.: "mound of [the village of] K"),

see <Arab Ahmad, Tabarat
Kiremitli (loc. pron. karmitli: Xo. 3; 1'.: "possessing

bricks or tiles"), called also NaYllik, 20
Kiremitlik (Ioc. pron. karniitlik; No. 41; 1'.: "place of

bricks or tiles"), 23
Kirkhan (1'.: "forty inns"; now corrupted to Kmkhan,

"broken inn"), 8, 11,38,41-42

Kirkhizprnar, Tell (Xo. 27; A. and 1'.: "mound of [the
village of] K ['.... spring']"), see Kor Haliliye

Kirkuk, Iraq, 6
Kirtsch-oghlu (i.e., Kurcoglu village), 25
K1ZllDag (1'.: "red mountain"), 8, 38
K1Zll Irk (1'.: "red streamlet [lit., 'root' or 'vein']"),

31-32, 37
Kizilkaya, Tabarat (No. 30; A. and 1'.: "small mound

of [the village of] K ['red rock']"), called also Kub
bece,22

Kizilkaya, Tell (No. 36; A. and 1'.: "mound of [the
village of] K"), called also Tell Gavurkoy, 23

Kiztepe (No. 100; 1'.: "maiden's mound"), see <Imar
al-Jadid al-GharbI

Kodaghie (and Kodahie) Abdul Aziz (Xo. 117; for A.
qaddaiJiyyat cA.bd al-cA.zIz, "<Abd al-Azlz' place for
making pottery or glass vessels"), see Karatas, Tell

Kodaghie Ali Bey (Xo, 118), see Qaddahiyyat cAlI Bey
Kor Haliliye (No. 27; 1'.: "blind Halil's place"?),

called also Tell Kirkhizpmar (ef. Levant, 1: 50,000),
22

Kortepe (Xo. 88; 1'.: "blunt mound"), 29
Kokaz (No. 119; for T. gugez, "violotj-colored]'!"), see

Goktepe
Koyunciye al-Saghirah (Xo. 19; T. and A.: "the small

sheep-owner's[?] place"), see Karadurmuslu
Koyuncu Huyuk (No. 15; 1'.: "sheep-owner's]"]

mound"), see Mahmutlu, Tell
Kubbece (No. 30; 1'.: "like a small dome"), see Kizil

kaya, Tabarat
KUQuk Avare (No. 114; 1'.: "small ruin"; iuore «;

P. iioiirah, "ruin, desolation"), 31
KU9Uk Ayranci (No. 152; 1'.: "little A. ['maker or

seller of curdled milk mixed with water']"), see
Ayranci ~arki

Kurt Dagl (1'.: "Kurd's mountain"), 8-10, 22, 37,41
Kurt Tevekkelli, Tell (No. 93; A. and T. [word order

A.]: "mound of the Kurd who possesses [other
people's] trust [or 'an appointment']?"), see Hasan
ul;laglal-l)aicah

Kurt Tevekkelli, Tell (Xo. 99), see Hasanusagi, Tell
Kurcoglu, Tell (Xo. ,5.5; A. and 1'.: "mound of [the

village of] K ['.... 's son']"), 11,25
Kurds, 9
Kurdu, Tell (~o. 94; "Kurdu's mound"), 29

Ladhiqiyyah, al- (Latakia, anc. Laodicea), 2, 7

Xlahmutliye, Tell (Xo. 61; A. and T.: "mound of
Mahmut's estate"), called also <Andariyyah or
Andariyyah (cf. Levant, 1: 50,000), 26

Xlahmutlu, Tell (Xo. 15; A. and 1'.: "mound of [the
village of] M. ['belonging to Mahmut']"), caJled also
Koyuncu Huyuk, 21

1\1al(ah(?), Tell (Xo. 28), see 1\latt11 (or l\Ialtah'I), Tell

Marqasi (now Maras, Turkey), 41
Marwanah, Tell (No. 5;3; A.: "mound of Marwan's

village"? [but maritiinah. is said to be K.: "forbid
den"]), called also Tell Beractar (Levant, 1: 50,000),
24

Masin, Tell (111(/.~ill for A. masin, a kind of date'?), 6
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Qalcat al-Ru-ns (A.: "castle of the headlands [or 'sum-
mits'?]"), 7

Qarqur(?), Tell (No. 175), see Karkur, Tell
Qatna (now Mushrifah), 6
Qinanah(?), Tell (No. 169; A.: "summit mound"?), 37
Qinnasrin (A. <Aramaic qin nishr'in, "eagles' nest"), see

Chalcis ad Belum
Qirbah, Tell (No. 66; A.: "waterskin mound"), called

also Tell Quraibah, 27
Qirmidah, Tell (No. 172; A.: "mound of [the village of]

Q. ['brick or tile']"), 37
Qilkhar(?), Tell (No. 161), called also Tell Hurriyet (of.

Levant, 1: 50,000), 36
Quraibah, Tell (No. 66; A.: "small-waterskin mound"),

see Qirbah, Tell

Nahr (A.: "river") ...., see . . . ., Nahr
Necartepe (No. 151; T.: "carpenter's mound"), 35
Nineveh (now in Iraq), 7, 41
Nirab,6
X uzi (now Yorgantepe near Tarkalan, Iraq), 6

Pasa Hiiyiik (No. 91; T.: "pasha's mound"), 29
Pasakoy (No. 11; T.: "pasha's village"), 21
Phoenician cities, 41
Putoglu (No. 166; T.: "the idol's son," i.e.,

Muslim priest), 36

Ra-s al-Shamrah (A.: "fennel headland"; anc. Ugarit),
1,6

Rasm, Tell al- (No. 80; A.: "mound of the tracing or
picture"), 28

Refat (and Rifat), Tell, see Arfad, Tell
Rihaniyyah (A.: "emerald [villagej'Y),' 8, 11, 46

Sabt, Tell (No. 173; A.: "boy's [i.e., servant's] mound"),
see Sha'ir <Askar, Tell

Sacakh, Tell (No. 125; A. and T.: "mound of [the vil
lage of] S. ['fringed']"), 33

Safsafa (No. 117), see Karatas, Tell
Sakcagozu (T.: "coin spring [i.e., source of gold and

silver coins]"?), Turkey, 7, 41
Salam, Tell al- (No. 147; A.: "mound of [the village of]

al-S. ['greeting']"), called also(?) Tell Islam, 35
i;lalil;liyyah, Tell (No. 129; A.: "mound of [the village

of] s. ['goodliness']"), 33-34
i;lalil;liyyahal-Saghirin, Tulul (No. 128; A.: "the small

mounds of [the village of] i;lalil;liyyah"), 24, 33
Saliiq, Tell (No. 138; A.), 34
Sam-al (anc. state, now in Turkey), 41
Samarra> (probably<P. sam riih, "Sam's road," or sa

murrah, "[place of] tribute-payment [lit., '-number
ing']"; popularly<A. surra man raJa, "delighted is
he who sees [it]"), Iraq, 7

Sayihk (No.3; T.: "numerousness"), see Kiremitli

Orontes River (Nahr al-cA,?i), 8-10, 28-29, 33, 35, 38, Seyhan, Turkey, see Adana
41-42, 47, 50-51, 55 Sh...., see also :;l.... (following S)

Shaikh cAbd al-Rahman, Tell (No. 63; A.), 27
Shaikh I;Iasan, Tell, 38
Shaikh Sulaiman \No. 25; A.), see Muratpasa
ShaLIT, Tell (No. 121; A.: "barley mound"), 32, 40

a non- Shastr <Askar, Tell (No. 173; A.: "mound of the soldier's
barley"), called also Tell i;labi (cf. Levant, 1: 50,000),
37

Qaddahiyyat <Abd al-cAziz (No. 117; A.: "<Abd al- Sham, al-, see Damascus
cAziz' place for making pottery or glass vessels"),
written also Kodaghie (and Kodahie) Abdul Aziz, Sicanh, Tell (No. 123; A. and T.: "mound of [the
see Karatas, Tell village of] S. ['having rats or mice']"), 32

Qaddahiyyat cAli Bey (No. 118; A.: "cAli Bey's place Sillaur (loc. pron. ~allur), Tell (No. 71; A.: "eel
for making pottery or glass vessels"), written also mound"), 27, 39
Kodaghie Ali Bey, 32 Sillaur, Tell (village), 46

1 Dussaud, Topog. hist., p. 228, n. 2, derives this name from that of a Turkoman tribe, the "Ryhanlu," whom J. L.
Burckhardt found occupying the <Amuq in 1810; see the latter's Travels in Syria and the Holy Land (London, 1822) pp.
633-47.

Mastepe, Tabiirat ()Jo.103; A. and T.[?]: "small mound
of [the village of] M. [<A. masz, 'goat,'+T. tepe,
'mound,' or A. masiabah, 'bench'?]"), 30

Mastepe, Tell (~o. 156; A. and T.[?]: "mound of [the
village of] M."), 30, 36

Matta (or Maltah"), Tell (No. 28; A.: "Matthew's
mound" or "mound of sherds mixed with resin"?),
22, 38

Midenbo, see Mudanbo
Mmah, al- (A.: "the harbor"), 47
Mirmtran-i-rArah, Tell (No. 120; A. and P.: "mound of

[the village of] M. ['Arab commander']"), called also
Tell <Arab Mirmiran and (wrongly) Tell -Anbar (cf.
Levant, 1:50,000),32

Mi,?ri, Tell (~o. 76; A.: "Egyptian's mound"), 28
Mudanbo (xSyriac medhannebM, "tailed," or A. umm

dhanabah, "mother of a tail"?), spelled also Bdembo
and Midenbo, 29

Mudanbo, Tell (No. 85; A. and Syriac[?]: "mound of
[the village of] M."), 29

Mulla Taha), Tell (No. 146; A.: "mound of the [re
ligious] teacher Taha)"), 35

Muratpasa (No. 25; T., named after neighboring settle
ment), called also Shaikh Sulaiman (after village on
the mound), 22

Muratpasa Su (T.: "Muratpasa's stream [named for
the official who had it bridged at the point where the
settlement, likewise named for him, is located]"),
21-23

Murldli, Tell al- (No. 26; A. and T.: "mound of the
disciples' abode"?), see Abu Sha'ir, Tell

Musharrafah (or Mushrafiyyah?), Tell (No. 163; A:
"mound of [the village of] M. ['elevated site']"), 11,
36

Mushrifah (A.: "commanding elevation"), see Qatna
Mut Hiiyiik (No. 74; T.: "mound of good fortune"?),

28
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Sim-an, Jabal (A.: "Simeon's [or 'Simon's'] mountain"),
2,8-10,41

Soguksu Hiiyiik (No. 17; T.: "mound of [the village of]
S. ['cold stream']"), written also Sovuksu Huyuk, 21

Sukas, Tell, 7
Sultan, Tell (No. 32; A.: "ruler's mound"), 23
Sutepe (No. 47; T.: "water mound"), 24
Suwaidiyyah, al- (A.: "the place of the little black

ones," perhaps referring to the presence of Cheno
podium maritimum L., which the Arabs call suwai
dah), 3, 41-42, 47

Samiramalta, Turkey, 7

Tabarat ...., see . . . ., Tabarat
Tainat, Tell (No. 126), see Ta-ymat, Tell
Tallat (No. 111; A.: "mounds"), 31
Tarfah, Tabarat (No. 97; A.: "small tamarisk mound"),

called also Turaifah, 30
Tarfah, Tell (No. 96; A.: "tamarisk mound"), written

also Tell 'firfah, 30
Taymat, Tell (No. 126; A.: "mound of [the village of]

T. ['recruiting' or 'appointments' or 'dailyrations'(?);
written also Talnat]"), 1,4, 6, 10, 33, 38

Ta-ymat al-Saghtr, Tell (No. 127; A.: "the small mound
of [the village of] T."), 33

Tch...., see <;.... (following C)
Telef (No. 64; T.: "destruction"), 27
Telh Huyiik (No.2; T.: "bitter mound"), see Boklu-

kaya
Tell ...., see . . . ., Tell
Terzi Hiiyiik (No. 104; T.: "tailor's mound"), 30
Tirfah, Tell (No. 96), seeTarfah, Tell
Toprakh (No. 40; T.: "place having earth"), called also

Tell Baytarh, 23
Torun Anabli, Tell (No. 21; A. and T.: "mound of [the

village of] T. ['grandchild's vineyard(?)']"), called
also Tell Anabh (cf. Levant, 1: 50,000), 22

Tsh...., see <;.... (following C)
Tulail al-SharqI (No. 135; A.: "the small eastern

mound"),34

Tulul (No. 145; A.: "mounds"),35
Turaifah (No. 97; A.: "small tamarisk"), see Tarfah,

Tabarat
Turks, 9
Turmanln.vll
Turundah, Tell (No. 60), 26, 38
Tutlu Hiiyiik (No. 105; T.: "mulberry mound"),

written also Dutlu Huyuk, 30

Uctepe (No. 49; T.: "three mounds"), 24
Uctepe (No. 93), see Hasanusagi al-Dai-ah
Uctepe (No. 108), 31
Ugarit (now Ra-s al-Shamrah), 6-7
Umm al-Asaum (No. 16; A.: "mother of bones"), see

<;ataltepe
unnamed mound (No. 160), 36
Unqi,10
Uzunarab, Tell (No. 84; A. and T.: "the tall Arab's

mound"), called also Boz Huyuk, 24, 29

Yahudiyyah, Tell al- (A.: "mound of the Jewish [settle
ment]"), Egypt, 6

Yassiyurt (No.6; T.: "flat country"), 20
Yazl Hiiyiik (No. 158; T.: "mound of writing"), called

also Tell Acarkoy, 36
Yenikizilkaya (No. 31; T.: "new Kizilkaya ['red

rock']"), see Doshasan
Yeniyapan (No. 54; T.: "the new maker [or 'found

er'?]"), 11, 24
Yerkuyu (No. 99; T.: "well of the land"), see Hasan-

u~agl

Yolasan (No. 24; T.: "the wayfarer"), 22
Yollak (No. 48; T.: "road site"), called also Yoltepe, 24
Yoltepe (No. 48; T.: "road mound"), see Yollak
Yusuflu (No.7; T.: "Joseph's place"), 20

Zalaqah, Tabarat (No. 70; A.: "small mound of [the
village of] Z. ['slippery place']"), called also Tell
Agrab (Levant, 1: 50,000), 27

Zincirli (T.: "in chains"), Turkey, 41
Zoba Huyuk (No. 159; spelled as on cadastral key), 36
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